I'm guessing from the author's name that he is in the Hebrew roots movement. Nothing against
changing one's name, but I would guess that this is not the name his momma gave him.
From my experience with men in the Hebrew roots movement, I'm going to make a prediction.
Bro. Avram will very boldly denounce the Lunar Sabbath while at the same time very boldly
present his tradition as evidence. The Hebrew roots type believe themselves a cut above, better
students of Scripture than mere christians (and I admit they are) and consider themselves to be
Israelites, and to prove themselves worthy of the name are about as stiff-necked as ancient Israel.
I have no illusion of getting this man to see the error of his way. I will, however, prove that Bro.
Avram does err, not knowing the Scriptures and that perhaps will persuade you, the reader, that
there is evidence that supports the Lunar Sabbath in spite of this fellow's argument against it.
Let's see if Bro. Avram has any evidence to prove that satyrday is the Sabbath or that the Sabbath
is every seventh day in an unbroken cycle. This is, after all, what EVERY satyrday Sabbath
keeper believes, but none have yet been able to prove. Bro. Avram writes exclusively in black, I
will respond in blue, [bracketed in blue] red, green and a bit of orange. Dated 1-22-2017

A Lunar Sabbath?
by Avram Yehoshua

There are some people today who believe that the Sabbath should be tied into the sighting of the
new moon with the four quarters of the moon’s phases being Sabbaths. [The 4 quarter phases of
the moon announce the Sabbaths actually. There is a difference.] This means that the Sabbath
would be the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th days of the lunar month and could fall on any day of the
week (i.e. Monday, Tuesday, etc). Others think that the counting should at the conjunction of the
new moon, but this was impossible in the day of Moses and King David because no one had the
math to know when the conjunction was, while others think that the counting should be the 8th,
15th, 22nd and 29th days of the lunar cycle.
There are VERY few Lunar Sabbath keepers that think that the Sabbaths are the 7th, 14th, 21st
or 28th days of the month. Usually this is a VERY short lived idea that very quickly becomes
untenable as well as unsupported in nature. It is a knee-jerk reaction to learning that the
Sabbaths are regulated by the moon that is practiced for a bit until more understanding is gained.
For the record, men have understood how to determine conjunction for a few thousand years. It
is not as difficult a thing to determine as Bro. Avram thinks, and his proclamation is one made in
ignorance.
The lunar Sabbath concept, though, is not biblical for a number of reasons. [OK, he's issued the
challenge. Let's see if he can actually back up his words with Scripture.] One has to do with the
Sabbath of Creation and another has to do with how God gave the Sabbath to Israel. Passover
and First Sheaf will also reveal that the teaching of a lunar Sabbath is not possible, while
Nehemiah and Messiah, etc., will also show that it’s not biblical.

OK, I will hold him to this. I realize that all he has to do is show one text that disproves the
Lunar Sabbath, but I would also like to see him offer one that proves that satyrday (the seventh
day of the pagan/papal calendar) is the Sabbath of Creation.
So I have issued a challenge of my own. And look at it this way. If he does NOT have any texts
that disprove the Lunar Sabbath, a single text that proves satyrday IS the Sabbath will equally
put this argument to rest. I am capable of being persuaded, but only Scripture will persuade me.
The Sabbath of Creation
The Sabbath appears in Creation week on the seventh day. The Moon was created on the fourth
day. There’s only three days from the creation of the moon until the creation of the Sabbath, not
seven as the lunar concept calls for.
“Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in it He rested from all
His work which God had created and made.” (Genesis 2:3)
In these 4 short sentences, Bro. Avram has made 2 VERY false statements. And like every other
satyrday Sabbatarian, he believes that building a foundation for satyrday upon a few false
statements will cause truth-seekers to accept his conclusion as well as convince his readers that
he is correct and Lunar Sabbath keepers are in error.
1. He says that the moon was created on day 4.
2. Says that there are 3 days between the moon's creation and the first weekly Sabbath.
These are basically the same thing because with one you get the other, but neither of these are
true statements.
Consider the following: The first day of Creation week, light was created. This light divided
Day from Night. Friends, there is only ONE light in the cosmos that divides Day and Night on
earth. The sun.
The Hebrew word for day (Yom) literally means heat (from the sun). There were THREE days
before day 4 when the sun and moon were allegedly created. I know we were ALL taught that
the sun and moon were created on day 4, but that simply is not true, nor does it say in the
Hebrew that they were created on day 4. It says they were "made".
According to Genesis 1:3-5, this separation of day and night is the sole responsibility of the one
great luminary lit on that day, the sun.
Since the sun was lit in Genesis 1:3-5, the moon was thus illuminated as the moon resides in the
same heaven with the sun, meaning the sun, moon and stars were not created on day 4! Can
this be proven from Scripture? Sure.
Moses used two different words in the creation account. One means created from scratch
(H#1254, bara) an example of which can be found in Genesis 1:1, the other (asah) doesn’t. An
example of "asah" can be found in Genesis 1:16.
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And God made (asah) two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to
rule the night: he made (asah) the stars also.
And God set them in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth,
And to rule over the day and over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness: and God
saw that it was good.
And the evening and the morning were the fourth day. Genesis 1:16-19
Created: H1254  בּראbârâ’, baw-raw’, A primitive root; (absolutely) to create; (qualified) to cut
down (a wood), select, feed (as formative processes): - choose, create (creator), cut down,
dispatch, do, make (fat). See Genesis 1:1
Made: H6213 ‛ עשׂהâśâh, aw-saw’, A primitive root; to do or make, in the broadest sense and
widest application: - accomplish, advance, appoint, apt, be at, become, bear, bestow, bring forth,
bruise, be busy, X certainly, have the charge of, commit, deal (with), deck, + displease, do,
(ready) dress (-ed), (put in) execute (-ion), exercise, fashion, + feast, [fight-] ing man, + finish, fit,
fly, follow, fulfil, furnish, gather, get, go about, govern, grant, great, + hinder, hold ([a feast]), X
indeed, + be industrious, + journey, keep, labour, maintain, make, be meet, observe, be occupied,
offer, + officer, pare, bring (come) to pass, perform, practice, prepare, procure, provide, put,
requite, X sacrifice, serve, set, shew, X sin, spend, X surely, take, X thoroughly, trim, X very, +
vex, be [warr-] ior, work (-man), yield, use. See Genesis 1:16
Asah means made from something, or advanced upon or appointed. The Hebrew word “made”
would be used in this sentence; I made (asah) my bed this morning. The bed was not created
from scratch this morning; it was already there, it was only advanced upon and made ready for
use the next night. For example: He appointed (asah) the moon for seasons…Psalm 104:19.
Here David very nearly quotes Genesis 1:14, only he’s very specific about the role of the moon.
Genesis 1:14 says the two great luminaries in the heavens were created to regulate signs, seasons,
days and years. Seasons here in Psalm 104:19 is the same Hebrew seasons found in Genesis
1:14; mo’edim, meaning appointed times or set feasts. Leviticus 23:1-3 calls the weekly
Sabbath a feast, using the same Hebrew word, mo’edim. So, right from creation, the Sabbath has
been regulated by a luminary in the heavens, not by a pagan/papal man-made calendar created
for the express purpose of worshipping false gods.
The simple fact is that time on earth began in Genesis 1:1-2, not Genesis 1:3-5. It is the
movement of the sun, moon and stars that define time on earth. Also, it is a universal truism that
without motion there can be no time. And the inverse is also true, without time there can be no
motion. So, since time began on earth at the moment the Creator spoke heaven and earth into
existence, what all did He create and set in motion at that time? Do you deny the absolute laws
of the universe? You must deny them if you insist that the sun and moon did not exist until the
4th day of Creation. Lunar Sabbatarians do not deny the universal Codified Law, we embrace it.
Avram Yehoshua wants to hide behind what he believes and thinks is true. I wish to stand on
principle, on truth. In light of the evidence just presented, is it mere speculation for Lunar
Sabbath keepers to consider that the very first Sabbath was ALSO based on the phase of the
moon? If there was a New Moon at the beginning of the second month of earth's history, and a
New Moon last month, what do you suppose the very FIRST month of earth's history began with?
New Moon! Put the New Moon in it's rightful place and the quarter phases announce the weekly
Sabbaths on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month.
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Just like clockwork.
Perhaps the lunar Sabbath should have come on the 11th day? Some have said, ‘Well, that was
Creation, just the beginning, but after that the Sabbath will always be seven days after the new
moon.’
No need to make excuses or look for an exception. The first month of earth's history was JUST
like every other lunar month of earth's history.
In fact, I have never heard a Lunar Sabbath keeper make the excuses Bro. Avram facetiously
offers here. I agree, if the sun and moon were created on the 4th day of the week, then the clock
would be irreparably off cycle and the concept of a Lunar Sabbath would not work. But the sun
and moon were NOT created on the 4th day. Their job description was defined on Day 4,
nothing more, nothing less.
The calendar looks like this:
New
Moon
(Genesis
1:1-2)
1

Day 1 of
week
(Genesis
1:3-5)
2
9
16
23

Day 2 of
week
(Genesis
1:6-8)
3
10
17
24

Day 3 of
week
(Genesis
1:9-13)
4
11
18
25

Day 4 of
week
(Genesis
1:14-19)
5
12
19
26

Day 5 of
week
(Genesis
1:20-23)
6
13
20
27

Day 6 of
week
(Genesis
1:24-31)
7
14
21
28

7th day
Sabbath
(Genesis
2:1-3)
8
15
22
29

(30)
In Ezekiel 46:1, it is readily apparent that the New Moon days are a third category of day, being
neither work day nor Sabbath.
In Ezekiel 46:1, the temple gate is shut during each and every one of the SIX working days, but
it is opened each and every Sabbath and new moon. Last month, new moon was on the pagan
wednesday (as of this writing). If the tabernacle were still here and I asked you, “Would the gate
have been open or shut?”, how would you answer? If you say open because it is new moon day,
I would respond that wednesday is a work day, it must be shut. If you agreed, “Of course
wednesday is a work day, it must be shut.” I’d reply, “But friend, it is new moon, it must be
open.” Bro. Avram has no correct answer because he is applying a pagan/papal/Roman/solaronly/man-made calendar to this Scriptural calendar event.
I also offer Amos 8:5, Isaiah 66:23 and II Kings 4:23 as second witnesses that prove that the
New Moon days are a third category of day, apart from the six common work days and weekly
Sabbath.
Amos: The unscrupulous venders are seeking to cheat the Israelites, but it is Sabbath and new
moon. Israel won't come out to buy their wares until it is a work day.
Isaiah: We will worship YHWH on the Sabbaths and new moon days, not on work days.
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II Kings: The boy collapses in the field, his mother races out, scoops him up and runs inside.
There the boy dies in her lap. So she runs upstairs, places the boy on Elisha's bed, then runs to
her husband asking permission to take a donkey and a servant with her to go see the prophet. To
which he inquires, It is neither New Moon, nor Sabbath, why do you want to go see him today?
Where was the man? In his field. What was he doing? Working.
Put the new moon day back in its rightful place in the lunar cycle, and suddenly (IF one is going
outside and LOOKING at the Creator’s clock--the lights in the heavens) the Sabbaths will be
announced by quarter phase moons before the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of each lunar
cycle. There is simply NO evidence in Scripture that the Sabbath is EVERY 7th day in
succession. There is simply NO evidence in Scripture that satyrday is the Sabbath. Scripture
says that the Sabbath is the seventh day of the week. That's it. But whose week? The Creator's
week or the pagan/papal planetary week?
Without any clear, written indication in Scripture, they’re arguing from silence and against
Scripture, which states it’s every seventh day irrespective of the moon:
“Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall labor and do all your
work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of Yahveh your God. In it you shall do no work:
you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your male servant, nor your female servant, nor
your cattle, nor your stranger who is within your gates. For in six days the Lord made the
heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested the seventh day.
Therefore, Yahveh blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it.” (Exodus 20:8-11)
Arguing from silence? No clear indication in Scripture?
Creation Calendar Class 101.
Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for signs, seasons, days and years. Thus the
calendar of Yah is in the heavens.
Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the Sabbath is a sign, using the
SAME Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal or beacon. Can you go out
side and look at the sun and tell whether it is satyrday or the Sabbath? No of course not. The
sun looks the same every day. So try the other luminary in the heaven. This ain't rocket science.
Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons (mo’edim--appointed times, set
feasts). Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the first feast (mo’edim--appointed
times, set feasts).
This alone is enough to prove that the Sabbath is by the moon, but it does not answer every
possible question as to HOW or WHY that might take place. Yours is not to ask WHY. Either
do (obey) or do not.
Sure, Exodus 20:8-11 links the Sabbath to the seventh day of the week. But the Sabbath
command in Deuteronomy 5:12-15 links the weekly Sabbath to the exodus. Israel was
delivered from bondage on Abib 15. Using the pagan/papal Gregorian calendar, Abib 15 rarely
falls on satyrday. With the Lunar Sabbath, Abib 15 falls on the weekly Sabbath every year.
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Looks like this:
New
Moon
Day
1

First
Week
Day
2
9
16
23

Second
Week
Day
3
10
17
24

Third
Week
Day
4
11
18
25

Fourth
Week
Day
5
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19
26

Fifth
Week
Day
6
13
20
27

Sixth
Week
Day
7
14
21
28

Seventh
Week
Day
8
15
22
29

(30)
There’s never any mention of following the cycle of the moon for the Sabbath, which in
Scripture comes every seventh day. Some lunar sabbaterians say that the ﬁrst light of Creation,
on the first day, is the sun and the moon so that the seventh day is seven days after the creation of
the moon, but this interpretation is contradicted by Scripture. Genesis 1:14-19 states that the
moon was created on the fourth day.
Bro. Avram SAYS that the Sabbath is every 7th day. Please note that he does not offer any
Scripture to support this. The ONLY reason he says this is because satyrday is every seventh
day of the week on the pagan/papal Gregorian calendar (circa 1582). He WANTS this to be true,
but has no evidence other than his tradition and the current version of the Catholic calendar; the
same guys who Daniel 7:25 says would THINK to change times (mo'edim) and laws.
The moon in Scripture is definitely linked to the weekly Sabbath as well as the other festivals. It
is not my fault that Bro. Avram is not aware of this. And every place in Scripture where the
weekly Sabbath can be date identified, it falls on the 8th, 15th, 22nd or 29th days of the month.
See study here: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/28-8-15-22-29_Proof.pdf
The light of the first day, as a number of ancient Jewish sages correctly interpreted, was the
Light of Messiah, the Living Word of God, the Light of the world (Gen. 1:3; John 1:1-9; 8:12;
9:5, etc.). The very first words of God in Hebrew were ‘Light, be!’ (Gen. 1:3), and Yeshua, the
Word of God (John1:1-3; Rev. 19:13) came forth, begotten (not created) of the Father (Ps. 2:2, 67; Jn. 1:18; 3:16, 18).1
How poetic. The problem is that the light of the first day divides Day from Night. That is kind
of an important FACT! The "Light of Messiah" does not do this. It does not matter how many
sages come saying that the light "created" on the first day was the "Light of Messiah" because....
“All error does not become truth by reason of multiplied propagation, nor does truth become
error because no one will see it.” Gandhi
A begotten, not created, Yeshua sheds no light, neither does he divide Day from Night. Poetic
truths CAN be true, but only if they are not contradicted by the evidence given in the text being
poeticized. As I said earlier, there is only ONE light in the cosmos that divides Day from Night,
and that light is the SUN, not the Son. Creation was a literal event, not poetic. The Father is not
going to waste time while creating heaven and earth to poetically introduce a Messiah to an earth
and humanity who did not at that time need one. What earth needed was a time piece and a light
for warmth and to bring forth life.
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The Sabbath in Scripture
Nowhere in Scripture does God ever instruct or even hint at keeping the Sabbath based on the
new moon sighting. [Bro. Avram does err, not knowing the Scriptures. Please see evidence on
pages 4-5 above.] If by two witnesses everything in Scripture is be to established (Dt. 17:6;
19:15; Mt.18:16; 2nd Cor. 13:1), there’s nothing but a few perverted interpretations from those
who hail a lunar Sabbath. [Perverted? Please re-read the verses spoken of above, and check the
underlying Hebrew while your are at it. Hebrew Roots people should know how to do this. And
frankly, Bro. Avram should have already done so, but did not bother because of his gross
assumption that he holds the keys to truth.] There’s not a single passage of Scripture that plainly
and specifically commands the linking of the Sabbath to the new moon.
Let me spell it out again. Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for signs,
seasons, days and years. Thus the calendar of Yah is in the heavens.
Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the Sabbath is a sign, using the
SAME Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal or beacon. Can you go
outside and look at the sun and tell whether it is satyrday or the Sabbath? No of course not. The
sun looks the same every day. So try the other luminary in the heaven. This ain't rocket science.
Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons (mo’edim--appointed times)
Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the first feast (mo’edim--appointed times).
Do the math. Moon
mo'edim + Sabbath
mo'edim = Moon
Sabbath. Every jot and
tittle in Hebrew means something, Divinely tying together as a whole the fabric of salvation.
Lunar sabbatarians get around this by saying, “It’s not written because everyone back then knew
it,” and so, it wasn’t necessary for God to specifically state it, but this kind of reasoning is
extremely irresponsible and could be used to ‘confirm’ just about anything. What is written is
that the Sabbath is to be observed every seven days, with no skips or interruptions, as one who
might think to wait for the new moon to appear and have to count another seven days.
While I agree that there is no command that says "Thou shalt observe the weekly Sabbath by the
phases of the moon," I also agree that it is not specifically stated because everyone back then
DID know it. It wasn't necessary to spell it out, but YHWH DID give enough evidence to come
to this very conclusion without misinterpretation or doing violence to the underlying Hebrew.
What I do NOT agree with is that Scripture says "that the Sabbath is to be observed every seven
days, with no skips or interruptions". All satyrday Sabbatarians believe this, but there is not a
single passage that says or implies this, nor do they ever offer one. Please note that Bro. Avram
does not offer one, and this was his chance to put the Lunar Sabbath to flight if only he could
present a text that says the Sabbath is every seventh day without interruption.
What Scripture DOES say (and every satyrday Sabbatarian misinterprets it) is that the Sabbath is
the 7th day. Period. The context and implication of every single verse where the 7th day
Sabbath is mentioned is that it is the 7th day OF THE WEEK, not every 7th day in an
uninterrupted cycle. Lunar Sabbatarians observe the Sabbath on the 7th day OF THE WEEK.
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Looks like this:
New
Moon
Day
1

First
Week
Day
2
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Second
Week
Day
3
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24
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Week
Day
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Week
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(30)
There’s no mention in either passage of the Ten Commandments (Ex. 20:8-11; Dt. 5:12-15) that
the seventh day Sabbath is tied into the new moon. It states that work is to be done for six days
and then the Sabbath:
‘For in six days Yahveh made the Heavens and the Earth, the sea and all that is in
them, and rested on the seventh day. Therefore, Yahveh blessed the Sabbath day and
made it holy’ (Ex. 20:11).
He clearly neglected to read Deuteronomy 5:12-15 then. Hebrew Roots people tend to be feast
keepers so feigning ignorance here is not going to elicit any sympathy from me.
Feast keepers admit that the moon regulates the feasts, including the feast of Passover and
Unleavened Bread. Passover is the 14th day of the moonth (where we got our word month in
English), Unleavened Bread begins on Abib 15. Feast keepers know that there is a full moon
the night of the 14th, but what satyrday Sabbatarian feast keepers deny is that this full moon is
announcing anything in particular, when in reality it is announcing the annual AND weekly
Sabbath on Abib 15. And if you will read Leviticus 23:5-11, you will learn that Abib 15 is a day
that no servile work is to be done, and this day is actually CALLED a H7676 Sabbath in verse 11.
As added evidence, Josephus, the first century Hebrew historian wrote that Abib 16 is always
wavesheaf. Wavesheaf is the morrow after the H7676 Sabbath spoken of in Leviticus 23:11.
Please understand that Josephus is writing to a non-Israelite audience. In The Antiquities of the
Jews, Book 3, Chapter 10, section 5, he has this to say about the Passover season:
(248) “In the month of Xanthicus, which is by us called Nisan, and is the beginning of the year,
on the fourteenth day of the lunar month, when the sun is in Aries (for in this month it was that
we were delivered from bondage under the Egyptians, and law ordained that we should every
year slay that sacrifice which I before told you we slew when we came out of Egypt, and which
was called the Passover; and so we do celebrate this Passover in companies, leaving nothing of
what we sacrifice till the day following. (249) The feast of unleavened bread succeeds that of
the Passover, and falls on the fifteenth day of the month and continued seven days, wherein they
feed on unleavened bread… (250) But on the second day of unleavened bread, which is the
sixteenth day of the month, they first partake of the fruits of the earth, for before that day, they
do not touch them. …. (251) They take a handful of ears, and dry them, then beat them small
and purge the barley from the bran; they then bring one tenth deal to the altar, to Elohim; and,
casting one handful of it upon the fire they leaven the rest for use of the priest; and after this it
is that they may publicly or privately reap their harvest.”
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Josephus is explaining to the Gentile nations how the barley could be harvested on the 16th, and
says exactly what Leviticus 23 says about the feast of Passover, Unleavened Bread and
wavesheaf.
In the fourteenth day of the first month at even is YHWH’s passover.
And on the fifteenth day of the same month is the feast of unleavened bread unto YHWH: seven
days ye must eat unleavened bread.
In the first day ye shall have an holy convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein.
But ye shall offer an offering made by fire unto YHWH seven days: in the seventh day is an holy
convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein.
And YHWH spake unto Moses, saying,
Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto them, When ye be come into the land which I give
unto you, and shall reap the harvest thereof, then ye shall bring a sheaf of the firstfruits of
your harvest unto the priest:
And he shall wave the sheaf before YHWH, to be accepted for you: on the morrow after the
sabbath the priest shall wave it. Leviticus 23:5-11
To further complicate and refute Bro. Avram's claim that satyrday is the Sabbath, the 14th day of
Abib is always the preparation day for first day of Unleavened Bread. Abib 14 floats on our
current version of the Roman calendar. Abib 10 is the day to purchase a lamb if you don't
already own one. Abib 10 floats on the Roman calendar. The fact is that the 10th, 14th and 16th
of Abib are, without exception, commanded work days. The barley could be harvested on the
16th only after the Wave Sheaf had been offered and accepted, Leviticus 23:9-14. If there is a
continuous 7 day cycle, every few years either the 10th, 14th or 16th will fall on a satyrday. In
fact, satyrday fell on Abib 10 in 2003. Satyrday fell on the 14th of Abib in 2004, 2008 and 2011.
Satyrday fell on the 16th of Abib in 2002, 2006 and 2009. There is no legislation provided to do
these tasks a day early or late in case these days "just happen" to fall on the Sabbath, these work
dates are fixed. These days will never fall on the Sabbath, yet one or the other will fall on
satyrday every few years. Can you explain this? Bro. Avram certainly cannot.
Note the simplicity of the Sabbath commandment with no lunar connection. The Sabbath is
directly tied into the seven days of Creation week, with the Sabbath coming on the seventh day
after the first six days of Creation.
That is correct. The Sabbath is tied to the Creation week. Looks like this...
New
Moon
(Genesis
1:1-2)

Day 1 of
week
(Genesis
1:3-5)

Day 2 of
week
(Genesis
1:6-8)

Day 3 of
week
(Genesis
1:9-13)

Day 4 of
week
(Genesis
1:14-19)

Day 5 of
week
(Genesis
1:20-23)

Day 6 of
week
(Genesis
1:24-31)

1

2
9
16
23

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

(30)
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Day 7 of
week
Sabbath
(Genesis
2:1-3)
8
15
22
29

It’s written that Israel was to work for six days and then enter into the Sabbath rest, even in times
of harvest (Ex. 34:21), and was to be strictly enforced with the death penalty (Ex. 35:1-2), again,
with no mention of any ‘skips’ in the days for a lunar reckoning. A lunar Sabbath is not six days
and then the Sabbath at the end of its cycle, but eight or nine days. [These are not week days,
they are New Moon days. The are not counted against the seven day work week.] This ‘lunar
week,’ from the Sabbath of the 28th (or 29th day) to the next new moon sighting, and then seven
days later to the lunar Sabbath of the seventh or eighth day, would be eight to nine days. This
‘week’ would come every month after their Sabbath of the 28th/29th day, but no mention is ever
made in Scripture about an extended week like this, either specifically in relation to a lunar
concept or just as part of a biblical story.
Please understand something here. Just because Bro. Avram does not recognize the different
categories of day in Scripture does not mean Lunar Sabbath keepers are ignorant of them. Please
loot at the calendar at the bottom of the page above and count the number of days in the work
week. Are there more than seven? No, there are ONLY seven days in a week. The difference is
that the week Lunar Sabbath keepers observe is the calendar established at Creation. The week
Bro. Avram observed is the pagan/papal/Roman/Solar-only/man-made planetary week. We are
both talking about the week, but we are comparing apples and oranges.
It is not my fault that men like Bro. Avram bring ought against the Lunar Sabbath when they are
hardly qualified to do so, and are not even capable of providing any evidence that proves
satyrday is the weekly Sabbath.
Having an eight or nine day ‘week’ every month would also set up a very strange ‘order’ for
things; sort of like a tire with a knot in it. This doesn’t seem to speak of the God of the universe
and His orderly arrangement.
It would be strange indeed if there was any such thing as an 8-9 day week in Scripture or if
Lunar Sabbatarians observed one.
The First Sabbath in the Wilderness
In the account of the keeping of the first Sabbath by Israel in the Wilderness (Ex. 16:4-5, 22-23,
26-27, 30), not once is it ever tied into the new moon. [Correct. The moon is not listed as being
tied to the Sabbath in Exodus 16. That linkage was established in Genesis 1:14 and Leviticus
23. Since the Sabbath at Creation was tied to the moon's course, every subsequent Sabbath has
been as well.] Yet, this is where God instructs Israel as to ‘when’ the Sabbath was to take place.
If it was known when the Sabbath was to take place, as some lunar sabbatarians teach (i.e. that
it’s not written in Scripture that the Sabbaths were tied into the new moon because ‘everyone
knew it,’ there would have been no need for God to have told Moses to tell the Sons of Israel
when the Sabbath was to be kept.
Avram Yehoshua misses two VERY important points here. He misses them because in order to
defend satyrday as the Sabbath he is forced to present his folly as evidence.
1. It was an established and understood fact that when the calendar established at Creation was
observed that the weekly Sabbath would be regulated by the moon, so this did not necessarily
NEED to be spelled out a second time.
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2. Israel was coming out of over 400 years of bondage. They had been forced to work every day
of the week (month and year) for generations. At the exodus there was not a single Israelite who
even knew what a Sabbath was or how the calendar of Creation worked, and the evidence for this
is found in the very passage (Exodus 16) presented here by Bro. Avram.
Scripture states, ‘the people rested on the seventh day’ (Ex. 16:30) without any reference to the
moon. This ‘seventh day’ obviously speaks of the seventh day of the week from the first day of
the week (i.e. Sunday), just as it was in Creation week, with the mention of the sixth day, and
other places where the seventh day is used in Ex. 16. This was the normal seven day week for the
ancient Hebrews and many pagans (e.g. Babylonians).
Oh wow. That was not very clever. Did you see how Bro. Avram SAYS that the seventh day
obviously speaks of the seventh day of the week counted from the first day of the week, then
with a nod and a wink, implies that Sunday is the first day of the week JUST as it was in
Creation week?
Where in Scripture is sunday mentioned? Where in Scripture is it said that sunday is the first day
of the week? Here again Bro. Avram is offered an opportunity to give the Scripture that supports
his position and put the Lunar Sabbath to rest, but he does not because he CANNOT.
He cannot because at the time the Scriptures were being written, sunday was the SECOND day
of the week, not the first. To assume that Israel observed the pagan seven day planetary week in
the first century when Rome themselves did not is sheer lunacy. Rome did not officially adopt
the seven day planetary week until A.D. 321 when Emperor Constantine became a “christian”.
Until that time, saturn’s day was the 1st day of the seven day planetary week, not the 7th. Below
is a sketch of the planetary week, circa 100 B.C.

saturn’s day, sun’s day, moon’s day, mars’ day, mercury’s day, jupiter’s day, venus’ day
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The sketch above came from this clay
calendar tablet (at left). Rome ruled
the world in the first century B.C., thus
the Roman numerals, but this is not a
Roman calendar. This is the pagan
seven day planetary week as it existed
from 800-600 B.C., until A.D. 321
when Constantine venerated the day of
the sun. You see, Constantine
worshiped Mithra, the Persian version
of the sun god. He did not want the
day of the sun taking a back seat to
saturn, so when he venerated the day
of the sun all he did was bump
satyrday from the coveted #1 position
in the week all the way to the seventh day, which was vacated by all the other days moving up
one position in the weekly cycle, permitting the sun’s day to hold the preeminent position.
You see, the dirty little secret is out. Satyrday was not the seventh day of the week anywhere on
the planet until A.D. 321, and then by virtue of Constantine, not the Creator Almighty, so it
certainly was NOT the Sabbath of Israel at any time in earth’s history.
So, what are you trying to say, Bro. Avram? Was Israel using 7 day pagan planetary week in the
first century and before? If so (If not) are you ever going to produce any evidence to support
your conclusion?
There’s no mention of any linking of new moons to Sabbaths anywhere in Ex. 16 when God first
gives and instructs the ancient Hebrews about it. How simple it would have been for the Lord to
include dates for a supposed lunar Sabbath (i.e. the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th of every lunar month,
etc.). He gives dates for the annual Sabbaths (Lev. 23:5, 6 24, 27, 32, 34, 39), but lunar Sabbath
dates are never seen.
It appears that Bro. Avram cannot read or cannot comprehend what he reads.
Exodus 16 is the first place where the word “Sabbath” is used in Scripture. In the first verse,
YHWH is speaking to Moses and Aaron on the 15th day of the 2nd month and gives them what
turns out to be a simple math equation. From day 15 add 6 days of manna = 21. The next day
(the seventh day of the sequence) the 22nd is the Sabbath.
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Israel was to collect one portion of manna (x1) from the 16th to the 20th and a double portion
(x2) on the 21st because the morrow was the Sabbath. If the 22nd is a Sabbath, so is the 15th (as
well as the 8th and the 29th.
Exodus 16 gives us a starting date for this count, and lo and behold, identifies the weekly
Sabbaths that month. Isn’t it odd that the passage that supposedly is the death knell of the lunar
Sabbath actually PROVES that the Sabbaths fall on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month?
Every weekly Sabbath in Scripture that can be date identified falls on either the 8th, 15th, 22nd
or 29th days of the month without exception. I have given this link above, but it bears repeating:
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/28-8-15-22-29_Proof.pdf. For Bro. Avram to
maintain that the dates for the Sabbath are "never" given in Scripture continues to show the vast
depth and breadth of his ignorance on this subject. It is better to be thought a fool than to open
your mouth and remove all doubt.
He that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly and shame unto him. Proverbs
18:13
Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall. I Corinthians 10:12

Avram Yehoshua is not fighting against the Lunar Sabbath or Lunar Sabbatarians; he is fighting
against YHWH.
The Sabbath and Passover
The 14th of the first biblical month was the sacrifice of the Passover lamb, but this day is never
mentioned as a Sabbath (Ex. 12:1-20; Lev. 23:5-8, etc.). [That's because it isn't the Sabbath.
The 14th of the first month is a work day, preparation day for the weekly/annual Sabbath which
falls on the 15th of Abib.] The Lord speaks of the 15th day, the first day of Unleavened Bread,
being a Sabbath, but never the 14th, the day the lamb was sacrificed on. This negates a lunar
Sabbath for the 7-14-21-28 lunar sabbatarians because the 14th of every month should be a lunar
Sabbath according to them.
The Lunar Sabbaths are not on the 7th, 14th, 21st or 28th days of the month according to Lunar
Sabbath keepers. You've heard of "Fake News" lately, well this is a fake argument. And JUST
as left-wing liberal democrats cling to fake news, Bro. Avram clings to his fake arguments
against the Lunar Sabbath for the very same reason: they WANT them to be true.
It does not matter how many times it is repeated or how many wish it to be true, a false statement
will always be false, fake news will always be fake, and fake arguments, manufactured against a
truth that they want to disprove (but cannot), will always be fake.
“Most of our so-called reasoning consists in finding arguments for going on believing as we
already do.” James Harvey Robinson.
“There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which is proof against all arguments,
and which cannot fail to keep a man in everlasting ignorance; that principle is contempt prior to
investigation.” Herbert Spencer
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With Passover on the 14th day of the first month, and the Hebrews leaving the morning of the
15thday (sic) (Ex. 12:40; 16:1; Num. 33:3), Exodus 16 would seem to have come in the last third
of the lunar month with no previous keeping of the Sabbath on the 7th and 14th days of the new
moon. Instruction on when and how to keep the lunar dating of the Sabbath would seem essential,
but nothing is said of the moon.
As I said before, Israel knew nothing of the Sabbath at the exodus. They were not expected to
know about the Sabbath under the circumstances, but Exodus 16 changed all that, and yes, it was
the third week of the lunar month in play here. Here the Sabbath count was spelled out for Israel
in an equation. And it proved that the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days were the Sabbath in the
second month after the exodus. They were not merely instructed to count every 7th day, nor was
satyrday (the first day of the pagan planetary week at this time) named as the weekly Sabbath.
In fact, Exodus 12, 16 and 19 reveal that the Sabbaths fell on the 15th of the month for three
consecutive months.
Exodus 12 reveals that Israel was released from bondage on Abib 15, the 15th day of the first
month. It is not called a Sabbath in Exodus 12, but later Scripture does reveal the nature of this
day. Leviticus 23:4-8 shows us that Passover (Abib 14) is preparation day for Abib 15, the
Sabbath of Unleavened Bread. Some say that Abib 21 is also a Sabbath, but this is not the case.
The evidence is that the 15th of the first month is the weekly Sabbath; Scripture is not saying that
the 21st is an annual Sabbath at all. Consider the following.
The first day of the feast and the “seventh day” [of the week in context] are one and the same.
The 21st is the 6th day of the week and of course the 7th day of a seven day feast, but….
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…the “seventh day” of Unleavened Bread is also spoken of in Exodus 13:6 and is called a Chag
(H2282) which is used 62 times in Scripture and is only used to refer to the pilgrimage feast days
(found in Exodus 23:14-17), in this case, Abib 15. It is not referring to the last day of the feast,
rather the first. This chag can only be the 15th of Abib. See also Deuteronomy 5:12-15 and
Leviticus 23:6-8.
The Sabbath commandment in Exodus 20 is linked to Creation week. The 4th commandment
listed in Deuteronomy 5 is linked to the deliverance of Israel. That date was the 15th of Abib.
I submit to you that this “seventh day” is Abib 15, and it is not only an annual Sabbath, but a
weekly Sabbath as well. There are no back to back Sabbaths in Scripture. The 15th is without
question a Sabbath, meaning that the 22nd of the first month is also a Sabbath. If the 21st is an
annual Sabbath, there would be two Sabbaths back to back, and there would be no preparation
day for the second Sabbath of the two. Common sense, right?
Exodus 16 is the first place where the word “Sabbath” is used in Scripture. In the first verse,
YHWH is speaking to Moses and Aaron on the 15th day of the 2nd month and gives them what
turns out to be a simple math equation. From day 15 add 6 days of manna = 21. Next day (22nd)
is the Sabbath.
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Israel was to collect one portion of manna from the 16th to the 20th and a double portion on the
21st because the morrow was the Sabbath. If the 22nd is a Sabbath, so is the 15th (as well as the
8th and the 29th. The first day of the month is new moon day, not a Sabbath.
Exodus 19:1 also proves that the children of Israel arrived at Sinai on the 16th day of the third
month. Please read the context. Moses indicates that the children of Israel rested at Rephidim
the 15th of the third month. The root word for Rephidim means “rest” and this passage says that
they arrived at the Wilderness of Sinai the “same day” of this month that they left the land of
Egypt (two months earlier). If you’ll remember, Israel got as far as Succoth the 15th, and
actually left the land of Egypt the on the 16th. See Numbers 33:3-6.
Here is an historic account that agrees with Scripture... “And it happened in the first year of the
exodus of the children of Israel out of Egypt, in the third month, on the sixteenth of this month,
and YHWH spoke to Moshe saying: “Ascend to Me here on the mountain, and I will give to thee
the two stone tablets of the law and the commandments; as I have written them, thou shalt make
them known.” Jubilees 1:1.
So Israel arrived at Sinai on the 16th and Moses was immediately summoned up the mount.
YHWH told Moses to go back down the mountain and to tell the people to consecrate themselves
today and tomorrow for on the third day of the week (the 18th) He would come down on the
mount in a cloud, Exodus 19:10-11.
If the 18th is the third day, then the 16th is the first day, meaning that they were “resting” in
Rephidim on the Sabbath, the 15th, which is the weekly Sabbath.
Looks like this:
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Amazing isn’t it? There is always harmony in the truth.
The Sabbath and the Sacrifices
A listing of special times concerning various sacrifices appears in Numbers 28, where the
Sabbath is mentioned before the new moon. If the Sabbath were tied into the new moon sighting
it would seem appropriate that the Sabbath would be mentioned after the new moon. Note the
progression:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

sacrifices every day (Num. 28:3).
sacrifices every Sabbath day (v. 9).
sacrifices every new moon for the beginning of the month (v. 11).
Passover sacrifices once a year. This begins the yearly feasts (v. 16f.).

This progression is seen elsewhere, too (1st Chron. 23:31; 2nd Chron. 2:4; 8:13; 31:3; Ezk 46:3,
etc.). There are other ways of listing it, but this is the basic way established in Torah.
The order of sacrifices were given in a manner known only to YHWH. He did not say why they
were given in this order, so man can only speculate. If one chooses to speculate here, you are
honor bound to stay within the parameters of Scripture. In Scripture, New Moon is the first day
of the month, but is never included in a work week because it is a third category of day, never a
weekly Sabbath or work day.
This argument does not prove that satyrday is the weekly Sabbath nor does it disprove the Lunar
Sabbath. In fact, it is not usable evidence at all, but that never stops the desperation of men like
Bro. Avram from grasping at anything that resembles evidence he can use in an attempt to prove
a false doctrine.
The Sabbath and Yeshua
The Sabbath of the Jewish people is currently celebrated every seventh day, as it was in the days
of Yeshua. [A statement Bro. Avram will soon be forced to eat.] When the Pharisees came to
Him and spoke of Him or His followers desecrating the Sabbath, by say, plucking grain on it (Mt.
12:1-7; Mk. 2:23ff; Lk. 6:1ff; see Dt. 23:25 where eating grain from the field is specifically
allowed), or about healings on the Sabbath day (Lk. 13:14ff; Jn. 9:14ff), or when Yeshua healed
the man and told him to pick up his pallet and walk on the Sabbath (Mk. 3:2ff;Jn. 5:9ff), Yeshua
never once tells the Pharisees that their Sabbath day was not God’s Sabbath. He never tells His
Apostles, either, that the Jewish reckoning of the Sabbath was wrong.
Yeah, and he never called it satyrday or identified it as the first day of the pagan planetary week
or the seventh day of the planetary week adopted by Rome either.
Takes a LOT of chutzpah to attempt to use something as flimsy as this as evidence. Watch and
see what I mean...
Scholars have generally agreed that the only dates that the crucifixion could have taken place
was A.D. 30, 31 or 33. The reason for these years is that there are other historical events that
took place at known dates that must be taken into consideration and placed in the timeline of the
events in the NT. Passover was a lunar event, the 14th day of the first lunar month. The moon's
phases are not a secret and the lunar cycle can be determined in either the past or future with a
great deal of accuracy. Any moon phase calculator will tell you that...
The full moon of Passover would have been on the pagan we-day evening in 27 A.D.
It would have been on the pagan mo-day evening in 28 A.D.
On the pagan su-day evening in 29 A.D.
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On the pagan th-day evening in 30 A.D.
On the pagan tuesday evening in 31 A.D.
On the pagan su-day evening in 32 A.D.
And on the pagan th-day evening in 33 A.D.
What this proves is that there were no fri-sat-sun weekend Passovers on ANY of the dates
between 27 and 33 A.D. covering all the suspected years of the crucifixion. So how is it possible,
as here attested by Bro. Avram, that modern Jews are keeping the same Sabbath as they were in
the first century? Counting backward by 7 should reveal a fri-sat-sun crucifixion weekend, but
this count blows up because Israel was not using the pagan planetary week. And the day after
Passover in the year of the crucifixion was most certainly the weekly Sabbath, see Mark 15:42,
Luke 23:54-56, John 19:31, which means that if satyrday is the Sabbath, friday would have been
Passover. This proves that the pagan planetary week was not employed by Israel in the first
century. Yeshua, his disciples and all of Israel observed the Lunar-solar calendar established at
Creation, a fact corroborated by historians and proved in Scripture.
Yeshua defends His healings and ability to pick and eat grain on the Sabbath day in a number of
different ways, but never once does He say to the Pharisees or to His disciples (or to us in
Scripture through the inspired Word of God; 2nd Tim. 3:16-17) that the ‘Jewish Sabbath’ was on
the wrong day, or that they kept it the wrong way by not tying it into the moon. Lunar
sabbatarians never address this major issue.
That's because it is not an issue. We are not arguing that the New Testament Israelites did not
know when the Sabbath was or that they changed the Sabbath; we are arguing that satyrday
Sabbatarians do not know when the Sabbath is, and fail to recognize when history reveals that
the Sabbath was changed, forgotten and lost.
“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar cycle.”
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410. No quote can be clearer than this.
“…the Hebrew Sabbathon … was celebrated at intervals of seven days, corresponding with
changes in the moon’s phases...” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899. p. 4180
“In the time of the earliest prophets, the New Moon stood in the same line with another lunar
observance, the Sabbath. Ezekiel, who curiously enough frequently dates his prophecies on the
New Moon … describes the gate of the inner court of the (new) temple looking eastward as kept
shut for the six working days, but opened on the Sabbath and the New Moon.” Scribner's
Dictionary of the Bible (1898 edit.), p. 521
“The Hebrew month is a lunar month and the quarter of this period—one phase of the moon—
appears to have determined the week of seven days.” Encyclopedia Biblica, p. 4780. And why
have we never been taught any of this???
“…The [early] Hebrews employed lunar seven-day weeks…which ended with special
observances on the seventh day but none the less were tied to the moon’s course.” Hutton
Webster, in his book, Rest Days, page 254.
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In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of a radical
change in YHVH’s calendar. “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original disciples of
Yeshua... This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a Roman ‘planetary
week’ and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ (i.e. legitimate
Nazarene successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem. This began a three hundred
year controversy concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.”
“This intimate connection between the week and the month was soon dissolved. It is certain that
the week soon followed a development of its own, and it became the custom -- without paying
any regard to the days of the month (i.e. the lunar month) -- ...so that the New Moon no longer
coincided with the first day [of the month ].” Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 5290.
“… the custom of celebrating the Sabbath every 7th day, irrespective of the relationship of the
day to the moon’s phases, led to a complete separation from the ancient view of the Sabbath...”
Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 4179.
“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation. Up to the fall
of the Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were strictly
examined and if their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests. Eventually the
authority passed to the Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarchate. … Gradually observation
gave place to calculation. The right to determine the calendar was reserved to the Patriarchate;
the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—Babylonian Jews] tried in vain to establish their own calendar
but the prerogative of Palestine was zealously defended. So long as Palestine remained a
religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland that the Diaspora looked for its calendar.
Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had celebrated feasts on different days confusion
would have ensued. It was not until the 4th century A.D. that Babylon fixed the calendar…”
Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article “Calendar”.
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn Shabbti,
‘the star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when the planetary
week had become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems always to have
corresponded to Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].” Hutton Webster in his book, Rest Days, p. 244.
Thus the condemnation in Amos 5:26 was set in stone.
In Amos 5:26, the prophet is recorded as reminding Israel of their apostasy. Israel started
worshipping Chiun, a star-god of their own making. In Acts 7:43, Stephen quotes Amos and is
translated into Greek as saying “Remphan, the star-god…” Chiun and Remphan are the
respective Hebrew and Greek words for Saturn. The Sabbath of Scripture is based upon the
lunar cycle. So Israel did indeed come to worship Saturn on his day, but at a much later date and
not by Divine command.
“The four quarters of the moon supply an obvious division of the month...it is most significant
that in the older parts of the Hebrew scriptures the new moon and the Sabbath are almost
invariably mentioned together. The [lunar] month is beyond question an old sacred division of
time common to all the semites; even the Arabs, who received the week at quite a late period
from the Syrians, greeted the New Moon with religious acclamations. … We cannot tell [exactly]
when the Sabbath became disassociated from the month.” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899 edit., pp.
4178-4179..
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How is it that Scholars cannot tell when the Sabbath was disassociated from the lunar cycle
while modern Satyrday sabbath keepers in general deny that the Sabbath was ever connected
with the moon in the first place?
“With the development of the importance of the Sabbath as a day of consecration and the
emphasis laid upon the significant number seven, the week became more and more divorced
from its lunar connection...” Universal Jewish Encyclopedia: Vol. 10, 1943 edit. Article,
"Week," p. 482.
If there is any possible remaining doubt that Israel observed a lunar Sabbath in Scripture, let this
quote settle your conscience:
“Luni-solar calendar foundations of the Jewish calendar extend from the earliest verses of
scripture. Natural, uniform motions of the heavenly spheres are the pivotal markers of time
reckoning. The list of ancient characters mentioned in the Old Testament used this lunar-solar
calendar system of time recording. Observation of lunar phases coupled with solar positioning
graduated the lifetime ages of Adam and his descendants. . . .
“Changes in the appearance of the moon provided the seven-day week. Originating with
ancient interpretations of lunar time, divisions of seven days separate the four basic lunar
phases... Starting with a dark new moon, the moon gradually comes into view on following
nights. In about seven days the first half of the moon is visible. The second half waxes until full
moon at the end of two weeks. Lunar light reverses progression in the third week, waning to half
visibility again. A fourth week completes the month, and visibility again diminishes toward a
new moon. Completion of four lunar phases comprises the month.” Ages of Adam, published in
1995, by Clark K. Nelson.
This is not uncommon knowledge, it is just commonly ignored (or denied) by satyrday
Sabbatarians. The cloud is moving. We need either to follow or be left in the wilderness.
No Gospel writer or New Testament writer ever says that the Jewish people kept the wrong days
for the Sabbath. In the book of Acts (13:14, 27, 42, 44; 15:21; 16:13; 18:4), many years after the
Resurrection (when Acts, as well as the Gospels were actually written; 60-68 A.D., for the three
synoptic Gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke and Acts, with John being written about 90 A.D.),
there is no mention that the way the Jews understood and kept the timing for the seventh day
Sabbath was not actually the correct day. [That is because the were still keeping the Sabbath of
Creation. Satyrday would not become the seventh day of the week for another 275 years. Kind
of hard to point out that people were keeping the wrong Sabbath before they were historically
guilty of doing so.] There is not a single Scripture that even hints at this, let alone two
(witnesses) that tell us of a new seventh day. If the Jews were wrong, wouldn’t the Holy Spirit
have alerted believers to this fact somewhere in the New Testament? One cannot use the
argument that ‘everyone knew it,’ here, for Yeshua and the New Testament confirm the Jewish
reckoning of keeping the correct Sabbath day by not stating that the Jews were wrong.
And where does Yeshua confirm the modern Jewish reckoning of the weekly Sabbath? He
confirms first century Israel's Sabbath observance, that's all. Lamentations says that YHWH
caused Israel to forget the Sabbath and modern Jews ADMIT that the original Sabbath was lunar.
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Where are Bro. Avram's 2-3 witnesses that attest to first century Israel's satyrday Sabbath
observance? Is it not interesting (and telling) that he demands that Lunar Sabbath keepers prove
with 2-3 witnesses that the Sabbath is lunar, but he does not (because he cannot) provide any
witnesses that satyrday is the Sabbath of Creation?
Nature proves that first century Israel was not observing satyrday as the weekly Sabbath (pp 1617 above), history (pp 17-19) and Scripture prove the same.
It’s proven, then, that the Sabbath of the Jewish people in the days of Yeshua was God’s seventh
day Sabbath and that same Sabbath is kept today by the Jewish people, every seven days.
[PROVEN? When? Where? How? Certainly not by any evidence from Bro. Avram.] The
Jewish Sabbath of today is the biblical Sabbath of ancient times and it’s not based on the
conjunction or a lunar sighting.
Funny, Scripture, nature and the historical prove just the opposite. By the way, in case this has
escaped Bro. Avram's observation, what I have provided (and will continue to provide) in the
blue, red and green font is something called "evidence". Bro. Avram would be wise to learn how
to identify or define the word because he has yet to provide any evidence that supports what has
come out of his mouth.
Today, only 1,900 years after Messiah and the Apostles, we know for a fact that the Jewish
people have not tampered with the Sabbath since the time of Yeshua (from any cursory glance
into any history of the Jewish people). [If you are falling for this, then truly the blind are leading
the blind that they both fall into a ditch.] For something this massive, the keeping of the Sabbath
day among the Jews, if the day had been altered or changed since the time of Yeshua, it would
surely have raised many alarms and been noted among Jewish historians and rabbis, as well as
the Jewish people, but history records nothing of the sort. Therefore, the seventh day Sabbath of
today, Friday evening at dark to Saturday at dark, is the same one of Yeshua's day, and the same
one of Moses’ day, and the same one of Creation Week, which negates the lunar Sabbath
concept.
Friends, in the 4th century A.D., Hillel II not only tampered with the original Hebrew calendar,
he changed it nearly entirely. The annual feasts were still on assigned lunar dates, but the
Roman week was adopted necessitating the creation of postponement laws that are found no
where in Torah. Because the uninterrupted Roman weeks and the lunar months were employed
at the same time, the Sabbaths, feasts and New Moon days would periodically collide causing
back to back Sabbaths (which cannot be, and are not commanded in Torah), and causing the
weekly and annual Sabbaths to run afoul of the three commanded work days found in the month
of Abib, (the 10th, 14th and 16th). Thus a system of postponement laws had to be created, but
only because the original calendar had been abrogated.
All this is of historical record. It is not a secret, but it is evidence that expounds the ignorance of
satyrday Sabbath keepers and men like Avram Yehoshua.
Even if another civilization kept a ‘sabbath day’ by a lunar calendar (or kept more than a seven
day week) we know that Satan worked much of his deception through other civilizations,
especially Babylon. There’s no reason to think that they might have the ‘right way’ when
Scripture plainly says otherwise (or in this case, doesn’t say anything about a lunar Sabbath).
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Quite the opposite actually. All of the weekly Sabbaths in Scripture are lunar. There is not a
single exception. Bro. Avram has certainly not provided one.
And to be totally honest, history proves that at one point in time, all nations on earth observed
the calendar that was established at the Garden of Eden. Jewish scholar, Immanuel Velikovsky
discovered that within a span of a single generation, somewhere in the 8th or 7th century B.C.,
all nations were scrambling to create a new calendar. The reason, explained in his book, Worlds
in Collision, is because the relationship between the sun, moon and earth had suddenly changed
necessitating new calendars as this change affected the entire world. Heathens created calendars
in honor of their pagan deities in the cosmos, the Hebrews maintained the calendar of Creation.
So, in answer to Bro. Avram's claim above, there WERE heathen nations who observed the lunar
calendar, but they got this calendar directly from the Garden of Eden. They were speaking the
language of Eden at the Tower of Babel until YHWH confused the languages. There was no
need to create new dialects as they were all descended from one family (both before AND after
the flood). As they were scattered from the Tower of Babel, they took with them what calendar?
The calendar of Eden.
If it ain't broke, don't fix it.
When the calendar DID break, when the Father dented His clock in the 8th to 7th century B.C.,
then did the various heathen nations come up with calendars completely divorced from the
original calendar of Creation.
In the interest of full disclosure, this dent YHWH put in His clock caused great alarm aroud the
world, but the Hebrews continued to observe it by adopting two minor changes.
1. Because the moon was no longer on a perfect 30 day cycle (29.5 day cycle after the dent),
there were no longer always 2 days of New Moon celebration every month as there had been
originally. By observing a ONE day New Moon celebration at times, necessitated by the shorter
(by a half day) lunar cycle, Israel was able to maintain the calendar months established at
Creation.
2. Because the sun was no longer on a perfect 360 circuit about the earth (12 x 30 = 360) there
was the need to periodically add a 13th month to keep Passover in season with the barley harvest.
After the dent, the solar year was 365.25 days and the lunar year was 11 days shorter at about
354 days long. So after 3 years, Passover would be 33 days out of season, thus the need for a
13th month to put Passover back in season with the barley.
And interestingly enough, there is no command in Torah that says: Thou shalt have 30 days in
each lunar month, or Thou shalt have 12 months in every year. So adopting these two slight
modifications enabled Israel to CONTINUE to observe the calendar established at the Garden of
Eden without breaking any commands in Torah.
Clearly, YHWH foreknew He would dent His clock, and wrote His law accordingly. It is easy to
prove that the year was originally 360 days long. First of all, in prophecy, a day for a year totals
360 days. It would be incongruous for a prophetic year to be something other than the original
year established at Creation. That, and there is an equation in Genesis that spells it out for us.
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Genesis 7:11 says that the flood began on the 17th day of the second month. Genesis 8:4 says
the water prevailed upon the face of the earth until the 17th day of the seventh month. That is 5
months. Genesis 7:24 and 8:3 say that the water prevailed upon the earth for 150 days. 150
divided by 5 = 30. So there were 5 consecutive 30 day months in Scripture, which is not
possible with the current relationship between the earth and moon. 12 x 30 = 360 So, we have
solid Scriptural proof that the months were all 30 days in length. The lunar cycle is now 29.5
days rather than 30 day in length. Which equates to some months being 29 days long, some
being 30 days long.
The Sabbath and First Sheaf
The new moons are for signs and seasons; for days (the beginning of a month) and years (the
first new moon on or after the vernal equinox being the new moon of the biblical new year).
[Bro. Avram does err, not knowing the Scriptures. Genesis 1:14 does not say that the New
Moon would be for signs, seasons, days and years, it says THEY (in context meaning the two
great lights in the heavens, the sun and moon) would be for signs, seasons, days and years.]
They also determine all the annual Sabbaths, like the first day of Unleavened Bread, Shavuot
(Pentecost) and the Feast of Trumpets, etc. (Lev. 23), as well as the Sabbatical year and the time
of Jubilee (Lev. 25). The annual feast Sabbaths harken back to the first new moon of the year,
the biblical new year, the first of Aviv (commonly called Nisan today; Ex. 12:1-2), from which
all the annual feast Sabbaths are calculated.
It's true, all the feasts are tied to the new moon, especially the FIRST New Moon of the year.
Start the year wrong, and all the feasts will be a month off. And did you see that again? Here is
a case in point. Very "deftly" (he believes) Bro. Avram makes an open statement, then thinks to
supply the answer by a parenthetical statement. He indicates that the New Moon on or after the
vernal equinox is the new moon that starts the Scriptural year, the implication being that this can
be proven from Scripture. In reality, Scripture says no such thing and Bro. Avram offers no text
to support his conclusion. The word equinox is found no where in Scripture, and nature proves
that the new moon nearest the equinox begins the year, not always on or after.
Passover is found in the first month, and Passover is inextricably tied to the barley harvest.
Barley ripens due to increasing light, not a human contrived date on the calendar. Barely ripens
anywhere from late march to early april. If (per chance) the New Moon was a day before the
equinox (March 19 lets say), Feast keepers who adhere to Bro. Avram's calendar would put off
the first of the new year until on or about the 19th of april, and 14 days later observe Passover.
Problem is, ripe barley would have been found within days of the New Moon on march 19, and
Passover would have been in the first week of april. Bro. Avram and feast keepers like him
would not observe Passover until on or about may 3, an entire month late.
All nature screams the majesty of YHWH. Nature does not lie; men do.
Another major problem for those who espouse a lunar Sabbath arises with First Sheaf. There are
two Jewish interpretations of Lev. 23:11, 15 for the time when the first sheaf of barley grain
would be offered on the Altar by the High Priest. After that would be the subsequent counting of
50 days trousseau. The interpretations center around ‘the day after the Shabat:’ (sic)
Lev. 23:11: ‘And he shall wave the sheaf before Yahveh for you to be accepted. On the
day after the Sabbath the (High) Priest shall wave it.’
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Lev. 23:15: ‘And from the day after the Sabbath, from the day on which you bring the
sheaf of the elevation offering (the ‘first sheaf’ or ‘omer’ [the amount of barley grain
given to the High Priest, about two pounds, some of which would be sacrificed]), you
shall count off seven weeks; they shall be seven complete Sabbaths (or weeks).’
The reason why it’s not as simple as it seems is because v. 15 (and v. 16, also, ‘seven complete
Sabbaths’) can be interpreted as being seven complete weeks, with no mention of a literal
seventh day Sabbath. The Hebrew word for Sabbath can also denote a full week, hence the two
interpretations.
Huh? "Sabbath complete" is a Hebrew idiom; it means a literal 7 day week. A complete week
and a full week are the same thing, at least it is in the universe I live in.
Nothing could be more simple. The day of wavesheaf is the first day of the first "Sabbath
complete;" it is the first day of the first week in the count toward the Feast of Weeks (aka:
Pentecost). To say that there is no mention of a seventh day Sabbath is laughable. Read
Leviticus 23:15. It says to number seven H7676 Sabbaths complete. Strong's Concordance
number H7676 is Hebrew word for the weekly Sabbath. What is so difficult about this, and why
does Bro. Avram not understand it?
The Sabbath is a numbered part of every week, the seventh DAY of the week. So if you are
numbering seven complete weeks, that means starting with day one of the first week in question,
you count the seven subsequent Sabbaths. It's not rocket science.
The ancient Pharisees believed ‘the day after the Sabbath’ meant the day after the Sabbath of the
first day of Unleavened Bread. The first day of the Feast of Unleavened Bread comes on 15 Aviv
and is an annual Sabbath. This meant that the counting would always begin on the next day, 16
Aviv (or Nisan today among traditional Jews). The modern Orthodox Jew follows this rule of
interpretation, and so for them, Shavuot (Pentecost) is always on 6 Sivan (the third Hebrew
month).
Well, it is Sivan 6 if you use the Catholic count to Pentecost. The Pharisees, if they begin the
count this way, begin correctly. Josephus, the first century Hebrew historian, agrees (bottom of
p. 8 above).
However, Feast of Weeks (Shavuot, Pentecost) is not 50 days from wavesheaf. We are not told
to number days from wavesheaf; we are told to number Sabbaths. Seven of them. Then from the
morrow after the seventh Sabbath we were told to number 50 days (not ONE day). For a
complete and thorough study in the subject, please click on the link provided here:
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/17-FeastOfWeeks.pdf.
Every count associated with this feast ends on the 29th day of the 4th month, not the 6th day of
the third month. Every text that names the season of this feast says it is a summer feast along
with the grapes and olives, not in the spring. And the ancient wheat used in the Middle East is a
summer wheat. There are SO many equations and riddles associated with this feast, not the least
of which is Leviticus 23:15-16 when the count is cryptically revealed, that unless great care is
taken to put everything in it's place, it is very easy to observe this feast out of season. The study
at the link above will address everything and very clearly and precisely reveal the true count to
Feast of Weeks using both the Old Testament and the New.
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The Sadducees interpreted ‘the day after the Sabbath’ to be the day after the weekly seventh day
Sabbath that fell during the seven days of Unleavened Bread. In this understanding, one cannot
know the date of either First Sheaf, and consequently, Shavuot, until the new moon for the first
month of that year is established. Fourteen days later, in ancient times, it would have been the
day for the sacrifice of the Passover lamb, with the eating of it in the evening of the 15th, which
immediately follows the end of the 14th day. The 15th is the annual first day Sabbath of
Unleavened Bread. This day could fall on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday, etc., and when
Sunday would come around, that Sunday, the day after the weekly Sabbath, would be the day for
offering up the barley and the day that the counting of 50 days inclusive would begin for Shavuot,
hence, the counting of (or from) the omer (a quantity of barley grain given to the High Priest).
So, both the Pharisees and Sadducees observed the Catholic count to Pentecost (50 days from
wavesheaf) differing only in their respective definition of the word "Sabbath".
The weekly Sabbath falls on the 15th day of every month. Every year, the Sabbath of
Unleavened Bread falls on the 15th of the first month. So, weekly Sabbath or annual Sabbath, it
is the same thing, which is evidenced in the NT regarding the Sabbath that followed the
crucifixion. The day after Passover is naturally the annual Sabbath of Unleavened Bread, but it
is also correctly identified as a weekly Sabbath.
Mark 15:42-43 says that the crucifixion took place on preparation day, the day before the weekly
Sabbath. Yeshua rested on the weekly Sabbath of Abib 15 in the tomb. Since all Israel observed
the 15th as the weekly Sabbath here, they also observed the 8th, 22nd and 29th days of this lunar
month as the Sabbaths by default. Second witness, Luke 23:54. John 19:31 is a third witness
where John calls Abib 15 (the day after the Passover, which is Abib 14) an high Sabbath. Every
scholar knows that this means it was an annual Sabbath as well as a weekly Sabbath.
“An high day” has been misconstrued to mean the occasions that a annual Sabbath just happens
to coincide with a weekly (satyrday) Sabbath. Truth be told, the three pilgrimage feasts (Exodus
23:14-17) ALL fall on weekly Sabbath, every year. The first day of Unleavened Bread and the
first day of Tabernacles fall on the 15th day of the first and seventh months, respectively. The
"eighth" day of Tabernacles falls on the 22nd day of the seventh month and Feast of Weeks
(a.k.a. Pentecost) falls on the 29th day of the 4th month.
That Sunday could range in dates anywhere from 16 to 22 Aviv (the first Hebrew month). This is
why one had to wait every year to find out when the new moon sighting for the first month was,
in order to determine when the Feast of Unleavened Bread and First Sheaf would be. In the days
of Yeshua, this priestly or Sadducean interpretation was followed, as they were the ordained
leaders of Israel, not the Rabbis.2
There! He did it again. Insinuates that sunday is the first day of the week in Scripture without
offering a SHRED of evidence. Amazing.
At no time during the OT or NT era was sunday anything other than the SECOND day of the
pagan seven day planetary week. Sunday was never included in the Hebrew calendar until after
A.D. 341 when Hillel II changed the Hebrew calendar, and sunday was not even the first day of
the week until A.D. 321 when Constantine venerated the day of the sun.
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The Sadducean interpretation is the biblically correct one. [Guffaw! Sorry, that slipped out.]
The Pharisaic and modern Orthodox interpretation is wrong. First Sheaf and Shavuot are the only
two annual times when God doesn’t give any dates (unlike Passover which is 14 Aviv, or the first
day of Unleavened Bread, which is 15 Aviv, or the Feast of Trumpets which is the first day of the
seventh biblical month, etc.). If the Pharisees were correct God would have been able to give the
date for the beginning of the counting of the omer (First Sheaf), and also, Shavuot fifty days later,
but God couldn’t give the dates because they change every year. [The Father COULD have
given a date, after all, Shavuot is the 29th day of the fourth month, He simply chose not to.
Rather He elected to given an equation that would prove to heaven and the on-looking universe
whether a man is using the calendar established at Creation or some man-made calendar.] The
first day of Unleavened Bread (15 Aviv) can come on any day of the week, and therefore, the
Sunday date for the Feast of Unleavened Bread week changes every year. It’s not possible to
give date for First Sheaf and this reveals that the Sadducees were right, and also, how we know
that lunar Sabbath is wrong.
This paragraph is about as aggravating as they come. He sandwiches a true statement (the dates
for the feasts) with two lies, 1) that the Sadducees were correct, and 2) that the first day of
Unleavened Bread can fall on any day of the week.
I could say a lot of things here, but suffice it to say that Bro. Avram does err, not knowing the
Scriptures. In fact, I think I WILL say a lot of things here. In order...
1. Bro. Avram insists that the Sadducees are "biblically correct" because their interpretation is
the only one that can be twisted to seem like satyrday is the Sabbath. When in fact the weekly
Sabbath (of the Sadducees) is the same day as the annual Sabbath (of the Pharisees), Abib 15.
Only if one can prove that there is a floating weekly Sabbath that bisects the seven day feast can
Bro. Avram's argument gain any traction. But neither he nor any other satyrday Sabbath keeper
can provide any evidence for one.
2. The ONLY reason Bro. Avram believes that satyrday is the Sabbath is because it is the
seventh day of the modern Gregorian week. His depth of research goes no deeper than his
tradition, proclaiming what he already believes without the benefit of close scrutiny.
3. A date IS given for first sheaf (wavesheaf). Read the text in question in context. Leviticus
23:6-7 describes Abib 15 (the first day of Unleavened Bread) as a Sabbath--on this day there
must be a holy convocation and no servile work is to be done. Then 23:11 says on the morrow
AFTER the Sabbath (that was JUST defined and dated in verse 6-7) shall ye wave the sheaf.
Last I knew, the 16th followed the 15th.
4. Bro. Avram says that if the Pharisees were correct, Yah would have been able to give a
definite date for wavesheaf and Shavuot, but He couldn't because they change every year. So
now Avram Yehoshua thinks he can put YHWH in a box and can tell you what the Creator can
and cannot do? Come now let us reason together. Three things here: A) YHWH did give a date
for wavesheaf--the morrow after the 15th. B) The Father COULD have given a date for Shavuot,
but chose not to, instead giving an equation. C) And if you apply this equation to the calendar
instituted at Creation, lands Shavuot on the 29th day of the 4th month. So, consider Shavuot a
"proof" feast to see who of earth in order to worship YHWH at HIS appointed times will go to
the bother of researching, discovering, understanding and applying the calendar established at
Creation, foregoing the pagan/papal calendars of carnal men
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5. Nature does not lie. If not an exact date, YHWH DID give the season for the wheat harvest to
which Shavuot is tied by intertwining this harvest with two others, the grape harvest and the
olive harvest. These are both SUMMER harvests. Don't believe me? Look it up. Here is the
Scripture that tie all three harvests together in the same season...
Daniel 2:35 Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold, broken to pieces
together, and became like the chaff of the summer threshingfloors; and the wind carried them
away, that no place was found for them: and the stone that smote the image became a great
mountain, and filled the whole earth. Where does chaff come from? Threshing wheat. What
season is this? Summer!
Nehemiah 13:15 In those days saw I in Judah some treading wine presses on the Sabbath, and
bringing in sheaves, and lading asses; as also wine, grapes, and figs, and all manner of burdens,
which they brought into Jerusalem on the Sabbath day… Sheaves are bundles of what? Wheat.
Numbers 18:12 All the best of the oil, and all the best of the wine, and of the wheat, the
firstfruits of them which they shall offer unto YHWH, them have I given thee. Olives, grapes,
wheat--together for a firstfuit offering.
I've given you three witnesses. Here are some more: Joel 2:23-24, Amos 8:1-6, Judges 15:1-5,
Haggai 1:10-11, Nehemiah 13:5 and 13:12. Let me say this one more time in case anyone
missed it. Nature does NOT lie. Crops that are harvested in the summer are not SPRING crops.
There are no grapes or olives being harvested the first week of june (which equates to Sivan 6).
6. Shavuot (aka Feast of Weeks, Pentecost) is not 50 days later (from wavesheaf). Sabbaths are
counted from wavesheaf, days are counted from the morrow after the 7th Sabbath.
7. The first day of Unleavened Bread CANNOT fall on any day of the week. It is the seventh
day of the second week of the first month, every year. It can fall on any day of the pagan/papal
seven day planetary week, but I thought we were talking about the Father's calendar here. Based
on Bro. Avram's flippant ignorance, it is clear he is promoting the Gregorian calendar (circa
1582) as the calendar of Scripture, not the calendar of Creation.
8. As evidence, he immediately follows up his comment about the first day of Unleavened Bread
falling on any day of the week by insinuating that the "Sunday" (the morrow after the satyrday
sabbath he is promoting) that interrupts this seven day feast can fall on any date. I don't care
how you slice it, but sunday is a day found ONLY on the pagan/papal calendar.
Bro. Avram concludes that the Lunar Sabbath cannot be correct based upon all the... (well, let's
call it like it is) ...all the crap he ladles out in the expectation of proving himself correct. He
maligns the Sabbath of Creation based upon the vast knowledge of his own tradition. He
assumes he is correct because he was TAUGHT he is correct. He considers himself wise
because he does not have understanding.
“A long habit of not thinking a thing wrong gives it the superficial appearance of being right.”
Thomas Paine.
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There are 3 different counts in Scripture that can be linked to this feast. All of them end on the
29th day of the 4th month. There are several natural facts that also place the wheat used for
Shavuot in summer. The hail did not destroy the wheat during the plagues of Egypt, the number
of days it takes summer wheat to mature, that grapes and olives are a summer harvest, and the
wheat used in Israel matured at the time when mandrakes mature (july or august). All of these
have Scripture to back them up and are presented in the study at the link given on page 23 above.
Those who espouse a lunar Shabat (sic) place themselves in the same conceptual position as the
Pharisees. They would always have the same date for First Sheaf on whatever ‘Sabbath’ they
chose to count from. [Well, it is true that the date of wavesheaf is fixed, the morrow after the
Sabbath (in context the Sabbath of Unleavened Bread which is linked to the Sabbath
commandment in Deuteronomy 5:12-15) is the 16th. But we did not arrive at this date because
of the conclusion of the Pharisees.] That’s because the lunar Sabbath would always be the 14th,
which in the first month would also always be Passover, the time for the sacrifice of the lamb,
with the next day being 15 Aviv, the first annual Sabbath of the First Day of Unleavened Bread.
Whatever way they interpret ‘the day after the Sabbath to be (i.e. either their lunar Sabbath of the
14th, or the feast Sabbath of the 15th, they would always have a set-date from which their First
Sheaf, and consequently their Shavuot, would fall on, but with God not giving those dates we
know that those who have set-dates for those times are wrong.
The Sabbath is not the 14th. Passover is a WORK day, preparation day for the Sabbath of
Unleavened Bread. And just because Bro. Avram cannot read Leviticus 23:15-16 and arrive at
the 29th day of the 4th month does not mean everyone else is blind to what is ink on the page.
If you will read the context of the passage, the 50 days are numbered from the morrow after the
seventh Sabbath, not from Wave Sheaf. Consider the following calendar…
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Count Sabbaths complete, which means a complete week. When counting weeks, the New
Moon days are ignored, not being part of any week. This is vitally important to discovering the
Scriptural count to Shavuot. From the morrow after the seventh Sabbath, number 50 days.
When numbering days, you count New Moon days. New Moons are days, just not week days.
So New Moon days are ignored in the first part of the equation, counted in the second part.
Said another way, Pentecost has two separate units of measure. Seven weeks are counted or
completed and then the 50 days are counted. If I am 5’9”, this count is 7 feet, 50 inches (so to
speak). There is no command in Leviticus 23 to begin the 50 day count at the same time as the
seven week count begins, it says to number 50 days from the morrow AFTER the seventh
Sabbath complete.
And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the sabbath, from the day that ye brought the
sheaf of the wave offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete:
Even unto the morrow after the seventh sabbath shall ye number fifty days; and ye shall offer a
new meat offering unto YHWH. Leviticus 23:15-16.
Please note, if we were told to number 50 days from wavesheaf, and this entire count was based
on the current pagan/papal Gregorian calendar model, it would say that the morrow after the
seventh Sabbath IS the 50th day. Instead, the text says that from the morrow after the seventh
Sabbath shall ye number 50 (more) days. This ain't rocket science, it just means that since we
have been so completely brainwashed that we require eye salve and a new heart.
Interestingly enough, the same problem arises for a lunar sabbaterian who would try and
interpret the ‘day after’ as the Sadducees did. The ‘weekly’ Sabbath for some lunar sabbatarians
would be 14 Aviv with ‘the day after’ being the 15th. [The 14th is the weekly Sabbath for very
FEW Lunar Sabbatarians. He keeps saying this because he knows it is untenable. Basically he's
slinging mud hoping that something sticks.] The 15th would not only be their First Sheaf, and
the day for beginning the 50 day count for Shavuot, but it would also be the annual Sabbath for
the first day of Unleavened Bread. [It is for the very reasons this man is pointing out that only
brand spanking new Lunar Sabbath keepers consider the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th day of the
month to be the weekly Sabbaths. If they have stepped this far away from satyrday Sabbath
keeping, then they are clearly truth seekers, and issues like these are the reason that so few Lunar
Sabbath keepers believe the 14th is a Sabbath. Issues not pointed out that cause truth seekers to
move away from the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th day of the month as the weekly Sabbaths is that
these were the Babylonian Sabbaths when they also observed a lunar calendar (before the 8th or
7th century B.C. when YHWH dented His own clock.)] As such, it would always give them the
same dates for both First Sheaf and Shavuot. (Of course, if they chose to use the annual Sabbath
for the seventh day of Unleavened Bread, or their lunar Sabbath of 21 Aviv, they would have the
same problem with those two times always coming on the same dates). [See response above.]
The lunar Sabbath concept completely breaks down here because it always predicts the date for
both First Sheaf and Shavuot with its fixed Sabbaths of 7-14-21-28 (or 8-15-22-29). In other
words, whether they interpreted ‘the day after the Sabbath’ to mean the day after their Sabbath of
the 14th, or the annual Sabbath of Unleavened Bread on the 15th, they would always have the
same date for it and for Shavuot, but with God not giving either of those dates it’s certain that
there’s no such thing as biblical lunar Shabat (sic) for the weekly Sabbaths.
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Bro. Avram, please get this through your skull. Less then 1% of Lunar Sabbath keepers believe
that the 14th day of any month is the Sabbath. And those quickly move on to the correct
Sabbaths on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month as the Sabbaths, only to be replaced
by other newbies to the movement who have not yet studied it out enough to completely
understand the calendar of Creation.
The morrow after the Sabbath in the case of wavesheaf and Unleavened Bread is Abib 16. The
morrow after the "seventh" Sabbath is the 9th day of the 3rd lunar month. Bro. Avram and men
like him observe the 6th day of the third month as Pentecost before the first leg of the count is
even complete.
The Sabbath and Lunar Interpretations
Some of the lunar Sabbath interpretations of Scripture may seem reasonable, but in reality they
lack biblical support, and many are just invented interpretations. [Oh, really? This is gonna be
fun.] For instance, to support their claim that the Jewish people no longer keep ‘the right
Sabbath’ they invoke Lamentations 2:6. It states that God will cause the Jews ‘to forget the
Sabbath.’ They interpret this to mean that God will cause the Jews to literally forget the actual
day when the Sabbath should be kept and that they used to keep it by the sighting of the new
moon. Looking at the Scripture immediately reveals their erroneous interpretation:
‘He has broken down His booth like a garden. He has destroyed His Tabernacle.
Yahveh has caused Zion to forget Festival and Sabbath and in His fierce indignation
has spurned king and priest.’
I could also invoke Hillel II's alteration of the Hebrew calendar in A.D. 341. I could also invoke
the fact that there is no fri-sat-sun Passover weekend during any of the years of the crucifixion. I
could also invoke the fact that satyrday was the first day of the week during every generation in
which Scripture was written. I could also invoke the fact that it was Constantine (in A.D. 321)
who made satyrday the seventh day of the planetary week. I could also remind everyone that the
Jews are not Israelites, they are Khazars (Edomites) who adopted Judaism (the half pagan
religion of the rabbis who did not return to Israel with Ezra and Nehemiah) in A.D. 711. They
became known as "Jews" between the 7th and 9th century, not because of their heritage, but
because of their religion. So the "Jews" have never even HAD the correct Sabbath, ever in their
history. The Israelites were caused to forget the Sabbath during their many apostasies, and
afterward, a prophet from YHWH would restore Torah observance in their midst. But when they
were scattered to the 4 corners of the earth in A.D. 70, they were sent no more prophets, thus
cementing them in their forgetful state.
For the children of Israel shall abide many days without a king, and without a prince, and
without a sacrifice, and without an image (memorial), and without an ephod (girdle priest
wore), and without teraphim (healer):
Afterward shall the children of Israel return, and seek YHWH their Elohim, and David their
king; and shall fear YHWH and His goodness in the latter days. Hosea 3:4-5

Israel has forgotten her identity. The 12 tribes initially went into what we now call Europe and
scattered to all corners of the earth. When YHWH causes you to forget your Sabbath, and as a
nation you are without a king and prince, and as a religion you are without a sacrifice, memorial,
ephod and healer, in a single generation you can forget who you are.
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The problem arises when ignorant men (and I was one a few years ago) ignore the fact that Israel
was scattered and forgot her identity while at the same time accept that the descendants of Edom
are now posing as "Jews" in the land of promise and assume that they are genuine Israelites.
The Jews are not Israelites, yet many seem to trust them for their own personal doctrine. Listen
and you can hear it from their own lips...
“Here is a paradox . . . A most ingenious paradox: an anthropological fact, many Christians may
have much more Hebrew-Israelite blood in their veins than most of their Jewish
neighbors.” Jewish author, Alfred M. Lilienthal, What Price Israel, p. 223.
The 1980 Jewish Almanac, p. 3, in the first chapter entitled, “Identity Crisis” said… “Strictly
speaking, it is incorrect to call an ancient Israelite a ‘Jew’ or to call a contemporary Jew and
‘Israelite’ or a ‘Hebrew.’”
A percentage of the people who are known today as Jews are descendants of Abraham and Isaac,
but not of Jacob. History reveals that they are actually the descendants of the fierce Turkish,
Khazar tribes which roamed regions of southern Russia and who adopted Judaism between 7th
and 9th centuries A.D.
“No one can deny that the Jews are a most unique and unusual people. That uniqueness exists
because of their Edomite heritage. You cannot be English Jews. We are a race, and only as a
race can we perpetuate. Our mentality is of Edomitish character, and differs from that of an
Englishman. Enough subterfuges! Let us assert openly that we are International
Jews.” Manifesto of the “World Jewish Federation,” January 1, 1935, through their spokesman,
Gerald Soman. [Emphasis my own.]
From the above, we can clearly see that the Jews fully understand their Edomite heritage and as
the third edition of the Jewish Encyclopedia for 1925 records:
“Chazars [Khazars]: A people of Turkish origin whose life and history are interwoven with the
very beginnings of the history of the Jews of Russia. The kingdom of the Chazars was firmly
established in most of South Russia long before the foundation of the Russian monarchy by the
Varangians.” (855).
Hasdai ibn Shaprut, who was foreign minister to Abd-al-Rahman, Sultan of Cordova, in his letter
to King Joseph of the Chazars (about 960 A.D.) speaks of the tradition according to which the
Chazars once dwelt near the Seir Mountains. The ‘Seir Mountains’ are none other than the
original land of Esau-Edom - ‘Thus dwelt Esau in mount Seir: Esau is Edom’ (Genesis 36:8).
Seir was a mountain range south of the Dead Sea and was also known as the ‘land of Edom’
(Genesis 36:21). The Seir Mountains were the home of the Edomites for nearly a millennium
(The Edomites arrived in Edom or Seir at the end of the 14th and beginning of the 13th century
B.C. Encyclopedia Judaica, Vol. 6, p. 372). Thus we have it from Jewish sources that the
Khazars originally ‘dwelt near the Seir Mountains’ so are racially of Edomite stock, not Israelite.
But how and when did Edomites get to Khazaria? There is evidence that in the 6th century BC,
some of the Edomites fled their homeland of Seir and migrated north, ‘After the fall of Jerusalem,
in 586 BC, the Edomites began to press northward (Ezekiel 36:5). The New Westminster
Dictionary of the Bible, ed. by Henry S. Gehman, The Westminster Press, Philadelphia, 1970, p.
418.” (The Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. IV, (1905), p. 3).
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“Edom is modern Jewry.” —The Jewish Encyclopedia, 1925 edition, Vol.5, p.41
“Today, the Khazars are known as ‘Jews,’ not because of any racial question, but because of
their religion.” (Jewish historian, Arthur Koestler, The Thirteenth Tribe, New York: Random
House, Inc. 1976)
I have no confidence whatsoever that Bro. Avram will even bother to research this for himself to
see if it is so, so for your benefit and his, I will do it for him. Three witnesses (and there are
plenty more...)
And Jacob sent messengers before him to Esau his brother unto the land of Seir, the country of
Edom. Genesis 32:3
So Esau returned that day on his way unto Seir. Genesis 33:16
And these are the generations of Esau the father of the Edomites in mount Seir: Genesis 36:9
The burden of the word of YHWH to Israel by Malachi.
I have loved you, saith YHWH. Yet ye say, Wherein hast thou loved us? Was not Esau Jacob's
brother? saith YHWH: yet I loved Jacob,
And I hated Esau, and laid his mountains and his heritage waste for the dragons of the
wilderness. Malachi 1:1-3

Now, let me ask Bro. Avram a question. Israel, the descendants of Jacob were entrusted with
Torah and was the nation chosen by YHWH and entrusted with His oracles. Who are you, Bro.
Avram, to assume and/or proclaim that this trust has now been placed with the Edomites, the
descendants of Esau, the hated of YHWH? If you can explain that and why you have placed
your trust in Edomites, I would appreciate it.
I'm still awaiting your answer.
The book of Lamentations was written after the King of Babylon destroyed Jerusalem. There
was no city of Jerusalem anymore, no Temple and no Jewish state of Judah. All was destroyed.
The proper interpretation for the verse has nothing to do with the Jews forgetting when the
Sabbath should be or how they calculated it (from an alleged new moon sighting), but that they
wouldn’t be celebrating Sabbaths and Feasts in Jerusalem. They were slaves in Babylon (the
ones that didn’t die), far away from the land where they kept the Sabbath and Feast days.
It is true, Zion is another name for Jerusalem. Zion was the spiritual center for the nation of
Israel. If "command central" forgets the Sabbath, how long would it take for all Israel to forget?
It was the duty of the priests to blow the shofar on the Sabbaths and feasts and to perform the
sacrifices. According to Hosea (a prophet of YHWH) for a very long time, right up until the end
of time, there would be no sacrifice or ephod (meaning no Levitical priesthood). So Zion forgot
the Sabbaths and feasts and there was no Levitical priesthood to announce the Sabbaths and
feasts. And a million Hebrews died in Jerusalem before the rest were scattered in A.D. 70 and
have YET to return. There is STILL no Israelite king, prince, sacrifice, memorial, ephod or
healer in the land of Israel. So whatever they were going to forget, it is forgotten still.
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Because forget she did, and the pretenders to the throne (the Edomites) have embraced and hold
forth as the Sabbath the 7th day of the pagan/papal calendar. But the time of the end is at hand,
so it is only natural that the original Sabbath would be rediscovered by Israelites. For if we did
not, then this prophecy would return to the Father void...
And they that shall be of thee shall build the old waste places: thou shalt raise up the
foundations of many generations; and thou shalt be called, The repairer of the breach, The
restorer of paths to dwell in.
If thou turn away thy foot from the sabbath, from doing thy pleasure on My holy day; and call
the sabbath a delight, the holy of YHWH, honourable; and shalt honour Him, not doing thine
own ways, nor finding thine own pleasure, nor speaking thine own words:
Then shalt thou delight thyself in YHWH; and I will cause thee to ride upon the high places of
the earth, and feed thee with the heritage of Jacob thy father: for the mouth of YHWH hath
spoken it. Isaiah 58:12-14

Assuming for a moment, though, that the lunar sabbaterian interpretation is correct, wouldn’t
Yahveh restore the correct day and way to keep His Sabbath when He brought His Jewish people
back to Judah and Jerusalem seventy years later (Jer. 25:11-12; 29:10; Dan. 9:2; Zech. 7:5)?
[Naturally, He did. Israel was restored, including Torah observance. And it was still in
observance, although probably not consistently, for their apostasies were many, until A.D. 70.
After they were scattered, Israel eventually forgot much of what they were entrusted with.] Not
once in Ezra, Nehemiah, Haggai, Zechariah or Malachi, the men and prophets of that restoration,
does God speak of them having the wrong day for the Sabbath and correcting them. On the
contrary, in Nehemiah, the Sabbath is mentioned thirteen times in nine verses (Neh. 9:14; 10:31;
13:15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22) and not once does God tell him that he had the wrong day for the
Sabbath. [That is because they were keeping the Lunar Sabbath established at Creation.]
Yeshua confirms this, never once reprimanding the Pharisees for keeping the ‘wrong’ Sabbath
day of Nehemiah. [That is because this generation was also keeping the Lunar Sabbath
established at Creation.]
Apparently I cannot say this enough. Every weekly Sabbath that can be date identified, in both
the OT and the NT, falls on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month. Without exception.
The only calendar that can answer for this is the Lunar Calendar Sabbath established at Creation.
Neither the pagan seven day planetary week, the Julian nor the Gregorian calendars can provide
these dates.
In Malachi, God’s ‘last word’ to Israel 400 years before John the Baptist would proclaim the
coming of the Messiah, God says,
‘Remember the Law of Moses My servant, the statutes and ordinances that I commanded
him at Horeb for all Israel!’
It would be very strange indeed for the Lord to be telling Israel to remember His Law and not tell
them if they were keeping the Sabbath on the wrong day. [Yup, strange indeed. And He did not
because they were not keeping the Sabbath on the wrong day.] If the Jews had been keeping the
wrong Sabbath in the days after the return from Babylon, [...the Jews did not return from
Babylon, Israelites did. There were no Jews until after the 7th century A.D. when the Khazars,
descendants of Edom/Esau, adopted Judaism, the half pagan religion of the Babylonian rabbis.
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A full 90% of Israel did not return to Israel with Ezra and Nehemiah, and the rabbis that stayed
behind are responsible for the current half pagan belief system of the modern Jew. Hillel II
(circa A.D. 341) is responsible for their calendar....] it’s more than reasonable to assume that
God would have corrected them through one of His prophets, but this isn’t found anywhere in
Scripture. [Because it was not necessary.] This, too, destroys the concept of a lunar Sabbath.
[Based upon what evidence? The Father created the lunar-solar calendar at Creation for the
annual Sabbaths, but had to wait until about 600 B.C. for the pagans to create satyrday and the
seven day planetary week, then He wait another 900 plus years (A.D. 321) before Constantine
moved satyrday to the seventh day of the week in order for His Sabbath to be correctly observed?
Come now, let us reason together.] The Jews were keeping the right day for the Sabbath in the
days of Nehemiah, Malachi, Yeshua and Paul, every seven days irrespective of the moon.
Indeed, ISRAEL was observing the correct Sabbath in the days of Nehemiah, Malachi, Yeshua
and Paul. The Jews had not been invented yet. And it is the JEWS from whom I get this
information about their origin.
And, no, Nehemiah, Malachi, Yeshua and Paul did not observe the Sabbath every seven days
irrespective of the moon. Just wait until I show you what Philo wrote. Oh man, this is going to
be good! I know for a fact that Bro. Avram will NOT show you these quotes or is ignorant of
them, for if he knew of them, he certainly would not be challenging me with Philo.
The Sabbath and Philo
A Jewish man by the name of Philo (20 B.C. to 50 A.D.), who lived in Alexandria, Egypt during
the time of Yeshua, writes of the Sabbath being every seven days. [Um, no, he doesn't.] He
states that it’s the ‘sacred seventh day after each recurring interval of six days.’3 [I find this
footnote both interesting and troubling. Interesting that he believes he found a quote from Philo
that proves that the Sabbath is every seventh day in an unbroken cycle of seven day weeks,
troubling because the link does not work, the website does not even exist. And equally troubling
that the footnote does not lead to a quote from Philo that anyone can look up for themselves,
rather it leads to a study by another anti-lunar Sabbath author, meaning that we have no idea
whether Philo said anything about the Sabbath being on an uninterrupted recurring interval.]
There’s no mention of a week with ‘extra days’ of waiting in it, or of the Sabbath being tied to
the new moon.
That's because there are not week with extra days in them. New Moon days are not week days.
Did Philo link the Sabbath or the “week” with the phases of the moon? In fact the lunar week
and lunar Sabbath are the only week or Sabbath mentioned in Philo’s writings. Notice that the
number 7, the weeks, the Sabbath and the moon are all linked in Philo’s writings.
In Allegorical Interpretation, 1 IV (8), it says… “Again, the periodical changes of the moon,
take place according to the number seven, that star having the greatest sympathy with the things
on earth. And the changes which the moon works in the air, it perfects chiefly in accordance
with its own configurations on each seventh day. At all events, all mortal things, as I have said
before, drawing their more divine nature from the heaven, are moved in a manner which tends to
their preservation in accordance with this number seven. … Accordingly, on the seventh day,
Elohim caused to rest from all his works which he had made.” …
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Notice that Philo says the moon is perfect in its shape or appearance at seven day intervals. Had
a Hebrew speaking Israelite written this he would have said “it perfects chiefly in accordance
with its own configurations on each Sabbath day instead of each “seventh” day because
elsewhere in his writings, Philo identifies that when he mentions the seventh day [of the week]
he is speaking of the Sabbath. Above, he tells us that the moon perfects its own configurations
on each seventh day. It was understood, that at the end each period of six work days there would
be a weekly Sabbath. The Greek speaking Jews referred to the Sabbath as the seventh day or the
sacred seventh day, while in the language of the Hebrews it was termed Shabbat, or the Sabbath.
Continuing on with Philo:
The Decalogue XXX (159), “But to the seventh day of the week he has assigned the greatest
festivals, those of the longest duration, at the periods of the equinox both vernal and autumnal in
each year; appointing two festivals for these two epochs, each lasting seven days; the one which
takes place in the spring being for the perfection of what is being sown, and the one which falls
in autumn being a feast of thanksgiving for the bringing home of all the fruits which the trees
have produced”…
Let’s look carefully at what Philo is saying. To the seventh day of the week He [the Father
above] has assigned the greatest festivals, in other words the greatest (longest) festivals have
been assigned to the seventh day of the week. Philo, keeping the same luni-solar calendar
established in Scripture, calls the first day of each of these seven day feasts the “seventh day of
the week”. Scripture says that both of the seven day feasts (Unleavened Bread and Tabernacles)
begin on the 15th day of their respective months. See Leviticus 23:5-6 and 23:34. Friend, the
seventh day of the week is the Sabbath, is it not? It is the seventh day of the week EVERY year.
If the 15th is the weekly Sabbath, so are the 8th, 22nd and 29th days of the month.
Notice Philo did not say they would receive two holydays of festivals, but one, the 15th.
Satyrday Sabbath keepers insist that there will be a satyrday Sabbath that interrupts these seven
day feasts, and indeed, if the Gregorian calendar were the calendar of Scripture that would be
true. But Scripture says nothing of a [satyrday] Sabbath in the middle of these seven day feasts.
To prove the seventh day of the week is the same as the 15th, elsewhere Philo states... “And this
feast is begun on the fifteenth day of the month, in the middle of the month, on the day on which
the moon is full of light, in consequence on the providence of Elohim taking care that there shall
be no darkness on that day.” Philo’s Special Laws II, The Fifth Festival, Section XXVIII (155)
In other words, Philo is saying the weekly Sabbath begins these feasts, and is on the 15th. This
proves the Sabbaths by the lunar calendar is true and the Gregorian false because there is no way
the weekly Sabbath can begin these two festivals on the 15th in the 1st and 7th month each year,
on a continuous seven day cycle presented by the Gregorian calendar we have today.
Speaking of “lunar” intervals, in Special Laws I. (178), Philo writes… “…there is one principle
of reason by which the moon waxes and wanes in equal intervals, both as it increases and
diminishes in illumination; the seven lambs because it receives the perfect shapes in periods of
seven days—the half-moon in the first seven day period after its conjunction with the sun, full
moon in the second; and when it makes its return again, the first is to half-moon, then it ceases
at its conjunction with the sun.” [All emphasis supplied by author/complier of this study.]
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The half-moon (first quarter moon) announces the first Sabbath of the month. It is the seventh
day of the week, naturally, but this is the 8th day of the month. New moon day is not counted
against the week. The full moon rising at the end of the 14th day of the month announces the 15th
as the second Sabbath of the month. If the new moon was counted, the quarter phases (or as
Philo describes them, the moon as it perfects in its own configurations on each seventh day)
would not come at the end of the week, disconnecting the perfection of the lunar cycle from the
Sabbath. What YHWH has joined together, let not man put asunder.
Philo gives a second witness in On Mating with the Preliminary Studies, XIX (102)…
“For it is said in the Scripture: On the tenth day of this month let each of them take a sheep
according to his house; in order that from the tenth, there may be consecrated to the tenth, that
is to Elohim, the sacrifices which have been preserved in the soul, which is illuminated in two
portions out of the three, until it is entirely changed in every part, and becomes a heavenly
brilliancy like a full moon, at the height of its increase at the end of the second week”.
Please let what Philo just said sink in. His readers in those days understood that the weeks were
by the moon, same as in Scripture, and that at the end of the second week there would be a full
moon. This statement needs no interpretation and is impossible to misunderstand. If Philo said
that the Sabbath was on an uninterrupted interval (as implied by Bro. Avram's footnote), then he
contradicts every quote I just presented. So let's face facts here. Philo did not say that the
Sabbath was after every six day interval, the author of the article "The Lunar Shabbat Lie" said
that Philo said it.
Philo was a first century Hebrew historian who was selected as a delegate to represent the plight
of Israel before the Roman Emperor. Do you suppose he would have been chosen if he
recognized a different Sabbath than that of mainstream Israel? Nope.
Philo, too, negates the lunar sabbaterian teaching that the new moon is the conjunction, which
can’t be seen with the unaided eye. [It's true. Conjunction cannot be seen (unless there is a solar
eclipse). But the Lunar month does not begin at conjunction. There are a few Lunar
Sabbatarians who incorrectly believe that the first day after conjunction is the first day of the
new month, but there are none that believe the month begins at conjunction. Primarily because
the word conjunction never appears in Scripture. Therefore it is with great confidence that I say
that Bro. Avram has probably never met a true Lunar Sabbath keeper. He seems to be quite
certain that Lunar Sabbatarians are in error, but hasn't a clue what we teach or believe. If Lunar
Sabbath keepers believed the garbage he's presenting against them here, even I would still be a
satyrday Sabbatarian. What better way to keep your readers from accepting the Lunar Sabbath
than to present the worst possible doctrines, the most untenable "belief's" you can come up with.
Actually, this has been done before. The papacy could not present the truth or their members
would convert to Protestantism or stop attending entirely so they created all manner of lies about
purgatory and hell to scare their subjects into continuing to attend services and to pay tithe and
offerings. Solomon was correct. There really is nothing new under the sun.] He says that the
new moon is the first of every month, and not the full moon as some say, and that,
‘at the time of the new moon, the sun begins to illuminate the moon with a light which is
visible to the outward senses and she displays her own beauty to the beholders.’4
Agreed, the full moon is not New Moon. Admittedly there are a few Lunar Sabbath keepers who
have fallen for this deceitful lie.
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Philo speaks of a new moon that can be seen (i.e. the visible first crescent). [Oh, no, he does not.
Of note, Bro. Avram SAYS this, but does not provide the quote where Philo says it. This is not
evidence, this is propaganda.] His writings are normative for what Judaism understood in the
days of Yeshua concerning when the seventh day Sabbath would come and the beginning of the
new months.

True statement, kind of. Philo wrote of the same Lunar calendar observed by ancient and first
century Israel, not what is normative for Judaism (the half pagan religion of the rabbis who
refused to return to Israel with Ezra and Nehemiah).
~No Lunar Sabbath~
~Yes, Lunar Sabbath~
Who has successfully defended their Sabbath with something as novel as sustainable evidence?
Who has offered actual researchable evidence against the other guy's Sabbath? Who thought to
defend the Sabbath with the shallowness of his own tradition? Who thought to defend the
Sabbath with Scripture, nature and the historical record?
I challenged Avram Yehoshua at the very beginning to prove that satyrday is the Sabbath and to
prove that the Sabbath is every seventh day in an unbroken cycle. We are to the very end, and he
has STILL not provided this evidence. Seems like if he had it, he would have presented it 'ere
this. Let's see what he has to say in conclusion...
With the creation of the moon on the fourth day and the Sabbath coming on the seventh day the
lunar understanding of having to wait seven days after the new moon is sighted is called into
question. [The moon was not created on the 4th day; it was given it's job description. And while
I'm at it, I may as well say that Bro. Avram does err, not knowing the Scriptures. There is a New
Moon in Creation week, as presented below on the next page.] The Scriptures on ‘Sabbath’
make no mention of a lunar connection, either. [I believe I have sufficiently proven this to be a
completely false accusation.] Whenever the Sabbath is mentioned (with or without the
designation ‘the seventh day’) nowhere is there any indication that it’s tied into the moon.5 [Bro.
Avram does err, not knowing the Scriptures. I will refute this notion again below where the
footnotes are listed.] This shatters the lunar concept for the Sabbath because there’s no biblical
foundation to support a lunar Sabbath. [Bro. Avram continues to err, not knowing the Scriptures.]
When God first gives the Sabbath to Israel in the Wilderness there’s no mention of a new moon
or a special period of waiting after it disappears, in order to understand when the Sabbath should
occur. [No, it was just showed that the 22nd day of the month was the weekly Sabbath, proving
that the 8th, 15th, and 29th days of the month were Sabbaths that month as well. All Israel had
to do was look up and note that the quarter phases of the moon announced each and every
Sabbath that month. And since they had no iMac, iPad or iPhone, looking at the lights in the
heavens was probably all the entertainment they had at night. And just because YHWH did not
link the moon to the Sabbath in Exodus 16 does not mean He was silent on the matter elsewhere.
See evidence under footnote #5.] This proves that the Sabbath is every seventh day regardless of
the moon. [Only because the Gregorian calendar indicates that satyrday is the Sabbath, and Bro.
Avram is predisposed to be disinclined to accept any evidence against his tradition.]
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Although we have different definitions of New Moon, Bro. Avram agrees that New Moon begins
each month. If the second month after earth's creation began with a New Moon, and last month
began with a New Moon, what do you suppose the very FIRST month of earth's history began
with? New Moon. Please note that Bro. Avram does not provide time or space in the Creation
week for New Moon (which is a third category of day, not numbered in the work week); Lunar
Sabbath keepers do. Looks like the calendar above.
Passover, the day when the lamb was slain, is never mentioned as a Sabbath day, but would have
to be according to the lunar understanding of the 14th day of the lunar month being a Sabbath,
but only the first (the 15th) and seventh days (the 21st day) of Unleavened Bread are mentioned
as annual Sabbaths. This, too, negates the lunar understanding that the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th
days of the lunar month are Sabbaths. The offering of the new barley grain (First Sheaf) also
destroys the concept of a lunar Sabbath on either the 7-14-21-28 or the 8-15-22-29 dates because
First Sheaf would then be ‘dateable,’ but God doesn’t date it because it’s not fixed to a specific
date, as the lunar sabbaterians have to do.
Repeating a lie will never make it true. The 10th, 14th and 16th days of the first month are
commanded work days. They will NEVER fall on the Sabbath of the Creation Calendar.
Satyrday falls on these dates every 2-3 years. Wavesheaf is dated. It is the morrow after the
Sabbath which is identified as Abib 15, the first day of Unleavened Bread. The SAME date that
is linked to the weekly Sabbath of the 4th commandment described in Deuteronomy 5:12-15.
The order of the sacrifices in Numbers 28, with their daily, weekly monthly and yearly sacrifices,
pointed to the Sabbath taking precedence over the new moon and not having any connection to it.
[Naturally the weekly Sabbath was given precedence over New Moon. EVERY weekly Sabbath
is a "Sabbath", but only the seventh New Moon is identified as a Sabbath in Scripture, the annual
Sabbath, Feast of Trumpets. And think about it this way, the sacrifices in Numbers 28 are listed
in the order that Adam would have performed them. He was not there for the first New Moon,
so the order he would have offered them is daily (6th day of Creation week), weekly or Sabbath
(7th day of Creation week), monthly (the New Moon of the second month) and yearly (at the
beginning of the subsequent year). This ain't rocket science, and there will nearly always be a
logical or discernable reason for everything done in Scripture by YHWH. He is a Mighty One of
order, not disorder or confusion. The Lunar Sabbath is only confusing to men who refuse to see.]
If Sabbath sprung off of the new moon the sacrifices for the new moons should have been listed
before the Sabbath. [Why? Here's another example of Bro. Avram putting Yah in a box and
demanding what YHWH should and should not do.]
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Nehemiah and all those that came back from the captivity in Babylon seemed to have observed
the right day for the Sabbath. [Yes, they did. They observed the same Sabbath that Adam, the
patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, ancient Israel and first century Israel observed--the Lunar
Sabbath established at Creation.] The prophets in those days never tell him that Israel was
keeping the wrongday (sic) for Yahveh’s Sabbath. [That's true. And they would have if Israel
was keeping satyrday because at the time it was the first day of the pagan planetary week.]
Yeshua, too, never once tells the Pharisees that their Sabbath is not God’s Sabbath day. In this,
the Lord of the Sabbath reveals that the day the Pharisees knew as the Sabbath is truly God’s
Sabbath day. Also, in the New Testament, there’s no mention that the Sabbath was being kept
on the wrong day, something that we would expect to find if the Jewish people were keeping the
wrong day for the Sabbath. [True again. Yeshua, the Pharisees, Josephus and Philo were also
observing the Lunar Sabbath of the calendar established at Creation.]
Philo records that the Sabbath came every seven days with no interruptions. [Philo teaches no
such thing.] From the time of Yeshua and Philo until today the Jewish people have kept the
seventh day Sabbath…every seven days. [Indeed, the Jews have kept satyrday as the Sabbath,
but Yeshua and Philo certainly were not.] All these reasons negate a lunar Sabbath. The lunar
Sabbath teaching is not biblical.6
Well, nice try. He did not hurt himself providing any evidence either, did he?

ENDNOTES:
1. For more on this see Yeshua: God the Son at http://seedofabraham.net/yeshua.html.
Sufficiently debunked at the bottom of page 6 above.
2. For more on why the Sadducees determined the dating of the Feasts, and not the Pharisees, as
the Talmud and the Rabbis contend, ask for the PDF, Talmud–is it Trustworthy?
No, the Talmud is not trustworthy. Please read the following quotes from the Talmud and come
to your own conclusion. Please remember, the full name of the Talmud is Babylonian Talmud.
It was written by the rabbis who refused to return to Israel at the end of their captivity, and it is
they who created Judaism, which is half pagan, half the faith of Abraham.
See for yourself. The Jews are so deeply ingrained in disobedience that, as a people, they violate
nearly all the commandments, which the Talmud actually permits them to do…
Rabbi Ismael, Rabbi Chambar, et al:
“The teachings of the Talmud stand above all other laws. They are more important than the laws
of Moses.”
Trach Mechilla:
“Jehovah Himself studies the Talmud standing; He has such respect for that book.”
Rabbi Menachem commentary on fifth book:
“The decisions of the Talmud are words of the living God. Jehovah Himself asks the opinions of
the earthly rabbis when there are difficult affairs in heaven.”
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“It is more wicked to question the words of the rabbis than those of the Torah.” Michna
Sanhedryn 11:3
Now, don’t get me wrong. If the Talmud at some point agrees with Torah or the testimony of the
prophets on a certain topic, I would not hesitate to quote it as a reference. But with the
references below, you can see just how corrupt the Talmud is…
“When you go to war do not go as the first, but as the last, so that you may return as the
first. Five things has Kanaan recommended to his sons: ‘Love each other, love the robbery, hate
your masters and never tell the truth.’” Pesachim F., p. 113B
“How to interpret the word ‘robbery.’ A goy [non-Jew] is forbidden to steal, rob or take woman
slaves, even from a goy or a Jew. But a Jew is NOT forbidden to do all this to a goy.” Tosefta,
Abda Zara, VIII
“The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are not human being nothing but
beasts.” Baba Mecia, p. 114.
“When a goy kills a goy or a Jew he is responsible; but if a Jew kills a goy he is NOT
responsible.” Tosefta, Aboda Zara, p. 8.
“A Jew is permitted to rape, cheat and perjure himself but he must take care that he is not found
out, so that Israel may not suffer.” Schulchan Aruch, Jore Dia.
“A Gentile girl who is three years old can be violated.” Aboda Zara, 37a.
“A Jew may violate, but not marry a non-Jewish girl.” Gad, Shas, 2:2
Nuff said?
3. See http://calledoutservants.com/html/the_lunar_shabbat_lie___.html.
A dead link that lead to nowhere. And it was not a quote of Philo's, it was a quote from another
anti-Lunar Sabbath article.
4. Ibid.
Ibid
5. For example, in Gen. 2:1-3; Ex. 16:11-29; 20:8-11; 31:12-17; Lev. 23:3; Num. 15:32-36;
Deut. 5:12-15; Is.56:1-8; 58:13-14; Jer. 17:19-27; Neh. 13:15-22; Mt. 12:1-2, 5, 8; Jn. 5:9-10;
7:22; 9:14; Acts 13:14; 15:21; Col. 2:16
These are texts that mention the weekly Sabbath but don't mention any tie to the moon. The
assumption made by Bro. Avram is that because these verses make no link between the moon
and the Sabbath that this linkage does not exist.
Well, it does...
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Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for signs, seasons, days and years. Thus the
calendar of Yah is in the heavens.
Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the Sabbath is a sign, using the
SAME Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal or beacon. Can you go
outside and look at the sun and tell whether it is satyrday or the Sabbath? No of course not. The
sun looks the same every day. So try the other luminary in the heaven. This ain't rocket science.
Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons (mo’edim--appointed times, set
feasts). Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the first feast (mo’edim--appointed
times, set feasts).
This alone is enough to prove that the Sabbath is by the moon, but it does not answer every
possible question as to HOW or WHY that might take place. Yours is not to ask WHY. Either
do (obey) or do not.
Sure, Exodus 20:8-11 links the Sabbath to the seventh day of the week. But the Sabbath
command in Deuteronomy 5:12-15 links the weekly Sabbath to the exodus. Israel was
delivered from bondage on Abib 15. Using the pagan/papal Gregorian calendar, Abib 15 rarely
falls on satyrday. With the Lunar Sabbath, Abib 15 falls on the weekly Sabbath every year.
Looks like this:
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It is not my fault that Bro. Avram spoke before he did any research, that he assumes his tradition
on par with Scripture, nature and the historical record, or that he presumes his ignorance is
counted as wisdom. But you can be sure that if someone shares this with him, he won't make the
same mistake (with me at least) again.
6. What about the 7 day marching around Jericho? It’s argued that if there is a continual 6 days
of work, and then a 7th day rest as a pattern, did not the Lord break His own Torah with this
commandment? [War is work.] When Yeshua healed Jewish people on the Sabbath, did He
break the Sabbath law to not work? [Healing is not work.] No, because HisWork (sic) was the
Work of Redemption, the very work that God has been doing since Adam and Eve ate from the
tree. The Sabbath has at least two major themes. In Ex. 20:8-11 it speaks of resting on the
Sabbathday (sic) because God made Creation in six days and rested, but God gives another
reason for resting on the Sabbath in the second giving of the Ten Commandments. In Dt. 5:12-15
the reason to rest is because God redeemed Israel, and so, rest and redemption are godly values
or themes for the Sabbath. [Being redeemed had nothing to do with their resting on the Sabbath.
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The DATE of their redemption was a memorial of the rest established at Creation. In Exodus 20,
the Sabbath is linked to Creation, as a memorial. In Deuteronomy 5, the date of the exodus is
linked to the weekly Sabbath as another memorial.] That’s why Yeshua could ‘work’ (heal) on
the Sabbath day. He was revealing God’s redemption (‘why shouldn’t this daughter of Abraham
be healed on this day?!’ i.e. the Sabbath). The Sabbath is the great day of redemption, and
Yeshua, as the Redeemer, was revealing Himself as such.
Healing on the Sabbath has NEVER been considered work, anywhere in Torah. War, on the
other hand, is another story.
The battle of Jericho was a 7 day event. Every able bodied Israelite male took with him every
available weapon at his disposal. The priests even carried with them the sacred Ark of the
Covenant. In this battle/siege, Israel is on the offensive, they are the aggressors. Read the
account in Joshua 6. Only Joshua knew it would be a 7 day affair, the men were told they would
attack when Joshua gave them the signal. These soldiers were marching around Jericho for 7
days in attack mode, on a full tilt adrenalin rush, not knowing for sure when the signal would
come. Here is a question for you satyrday Sabbath keepers. Which day was the Sabbath? Did
YHWH ever send Israel into battle on the Sabbath? The battle of Jericho is more a calendar
statement than it is about the conquest of Canaan. Israel had JUST come out of the wilderness
after a 40 year sojourn, having to relearn the law (including the Sabbath) of Yah. Do you
suppose that the VERY first thing YHWH commanded Israel to do would be to break the
Sabbath with a 7 day siege? You think about this. If you are interested in knowing how they
took Jericho WITHOUT breaking the Sabbath, see calendar model below. It is so simple a child
can figure it out. Here’s a clue…
And it was in the second month, on the first day of the month, that YHWH said to Joshua, Rise up,
behold I have given Jericho into thy hand with all the people thereof; and all your fighting men
shall go round the city, once each day, thus shall ye do for six days.
And on the seventh day they went round the city seven times, and the priests blew upon trumpets.
Jasher 88:14, 17
New Moon days are not week days. Joshua 6 leaves out that very small detail, but it did not
need to be said. Everyone understood the calendar of Creation. So the battle commenced on
new moon day (the first day of the month, that day that has never counted against the week),
meaning Israel could march around for seven consecutive days WITHOUT breaking the Sabbath.
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If you would like to see another 7 day battle situation that denies Bro. Avram's flaccid attempt to
explain Israel’s march around Jericho, try reading I Kings 20. Here is an excerpt…
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And it came to pass at the return of the year, that Benhadad numbered the Syrians, and went up
to Aphek, to fight against Israel.
And the children of Israel were numbered, and were all present, and went against them: and the
children of Israel pitched before them like two little flocks of kids; but the Syrians filled the
country.
And there came a man of Elohim, and spake unto the king of Israel, and said, “Thus saith YHWH,
Because the Syrians have said, ‘YHWH is Elohim of the hills, but He is not Elohim of the
valleys,’ therefore will I deliver all this great multitude into thine hand, and ye shall know that I
am YHWH.”
And they pitched one over against the other seven days. And so it was, that in the seventh day
the battle was joined: and the children of Israel slew of the Syrians an hundred thousand
footmen in one day. I Kings 20:26-29
On the Sabbath, Israel was commanded to go to the tabernacle to worship. Here, the men are in
the field, pitched against the enemy, and after 6 days of posturing, the battle is joined—followed
by a great slaughter. This battle was attended by a man of Yah, who came with a message of
encouragement from YHWH. So this battle was a sanctioned event. But does YHWH EVER
break, bend or ignore His own law? No. Clearly this battle also began on New Moon.
Here is a calendar model that permits this 7 day battle to take place without breaking the law…
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The walls of Jericho most likely came down on the Sabbath (the 7th day around the city).
[Guffaw! On what grounds does Bro. Avram make this claim? Oh, that's right. He's got YHWH
in a box and he tells YHWH just how things must be. In reality, it really does not matter what
day of the pagan week the walls fell down. If there was repeating seven day weeks (where the
New Moon days are counted as week days, contrary to Scripture), there is no way the Sabbath
was NOT broken during the battle of Jericho, and YHWH is guilty of causing Israel to break it.
And here I thought that the Father was not the author of confusion. Funny thing is that at the
time of this battle, the pagan planetary week has not yet been invented, much less satyrday.]
This spoke of God’s redemption, too, and so, it was alright to fight and go to war on the Sabbath
day because it was Yahveh’s War, redeeming the Land that He had promised to the Fathers. [Oh
brother! To what depths of depravity and stupidity will this man sink in his support of the
seventh day of the pagan/papal calendar as the Sabbath of YHWH?] Israel could fight on His
Sabbathday (sic) because they were redeeming the Land, a ‘work’ that was as divine as Yeshua
healing that daughter of Abraham. Also, there’s nothing in Scripture that states that Israel ‘rested’
on the 8th day (or first day after their battle at Jericho), which lunar sabbatarians would hold to
be their Sabbath.
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In the entire history of Israel, there is not a single instance where YHWH sent Israel into battle
on the Sabbath.
Now, I'm going to drop the bombshell that I was not given the opportunity to share earlier.
Perhaps that is by Divine order. Not only have I proven the Lunar Sabbath in this rebuttal, I will
now DISprove satyday as the Sabbath using nothing more than Scripture. I'm guessing that Bro.
Avram certainly expected no such challenge as this, but in Scripture, satyrday worship is called
idolatry.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I beg your indulgence. I should never make such a statement
and not provide the evidence for such a charge...
I admit it, there were (and are) times when Israel worshiped on satyrday.
But you have borne the tabernacle of your moloch [king] and Chiun your images, the star of
your G-d which you made for yourselves. Amos 5:26.
Chiun is the Hebrew word for Saturn. But that does not mean their worship was acceptable to
YHWH or commanded by Divine ordinance. In this verse Amos sees a day where Israel
worships a star-god that they would make for themselves which means that Israel would have
been in apostasy at the time.
Stephen, in Acts 7:43 quotes Amos and is translated as saying Remphan, which is Greek for
Saturn. Satyrday is ONLY a day found on the pagan seven day planetary week. Satyrday was
the first day (not the seventh) of this pagan calendar week from at LEAST 800 B.C. and perhaps
further back. The Father’s calendar is found in the sun and moon (the two great lights), not in
the planets.
Why am I spelling it satyrday instead of saturn’s day? Because Saturn and the Satyr are both
linked to the same false system of worship. See ** below.
Do this word study with your concordance. Isaiah 13:21 says… But wild beasts of the desert
shall lie there; and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures; and owls shall dwell there, and
satyrs shall dance there.
The wild beasts of the desert shall also meet with the wild beasts of the island, and the satyr shall
cry to his fellow; the screech owl also shall rest there, and find for herself a place of rest. Isaiah
34:14
In both cases, the Hebrew word here translated as satyr is Strong’s Concordance H8163.
It would seem that the Father stopped Israel’s satyrday observance early on. Speaking to Israel
after their deliverance from Egypt, YHWH said… And they shall no more offer their sacrifices
unto devils, after whom they have gone a whoring. This shall be a statute for ever unto them
throughout their generations. Leviticus 17:7. Notice the word for devils (below).
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And they shall no 3808 more 5750 offer 2076 (853) their sacrifices 2077 unto devils, 8163 after
310 whom 834 they 1992 have gone a whoring. 2181 This 2063 shall be 1961 a statute 2708
forever 5769 unto them throughout their generations. 1755
Same Hebrew word, H8163, Satyrs.
Jeroboam and his sons were later cursed for leading Israel BACK into idolatry. II Chronicles
11:15 says… And he [Jeroboam] ordained 5975 him priests 3548 for the high places, 1116 and
for the devils, 8163 and for the calves 5695 which 834 he had made. 6213
Same Hebrew word, H8163, Satyrs.
Jeroboam brought back what YHWH had removed from Israel in Leviticus 17. And nearly
every time Jeroboam’s name is mentioned thereafter it is either prefaced or followed by the
statement, who has made My people Israel to sin. Amos reminded Israel of their satyrday
idolatry, Stephen repeated it and it got him killed.
Bro. Avram, the pagan planetary week was specifically and exclusively designed to worship the
pagan gods in the heavens. YHWH did not adopt the pagan planetary week to embed His
Sabbath in, He has his own calendar. It is only tongue in cheek that I would ever try to convince
Bro. Avram that he is worshipping Saturn, Chiun or Remphan. Clearly he is attempting to
worship the Creator, but he is doing it on the wrong calendar. And while YHWH will wink at
our ignorance for a while, He will not always remain patient when modern Israel is just as stiffnecked as ancient Israel.
** Some people are touchy about their idolatry. I hope you are not and that you are willing to
examine why the Father calls satyrday worship idolatry. Satyrday was not the 7th day of the
week until 321 A.D. when Rome adopted the pagan seven day planetary week. Satyrday was the
first day of this seven day week for its entire history (during the time Scripture was being
written), and was not promoted (demoted actually) until Constantine venerated the day of the sun,
supplanting satyrday as the first day of the week with sunday in honor of his sun god, Mithra.
Earlier I said that the satyr and saturn were part of the same false system of worship. Would you
like to see the evidence? Ever heard of a dual counterfeit? Only the enemies of YHWH would
accept an obvious counterfeit, but for the more elect, the Adversary has a not-so-obvious
counterfeit.
How long halt ye between two opinions? if the LORD be Almighty, follow Him: but if Ba’al, then
follow him. And the people answered him not a word. I Kings 18:21.
Ba’al is the obvious fraud, but what about “the LORD”? Every time you read LORD or GOD in
all capital letters, the underlying Hebrew is YHWH, the Creator’s Name. Ba’al means “Lord” in
Hebrew. In Hebrew there is no deception, His Name is YHWH, (which is how the Hebrew reads)
but in English there is no right answer from which to choose. Friends, what we have here is a
dual counterfeit; one is obvious (Ba’al), the other (the LORD) is not-so-obvious.
Which day do YOU keep holy?
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•

Sunday, the current first day of the pagan Roman/papal calendar

•

Saturday, the current seventh day of the pagan Roman/papal calendar.
I say “current” because these days were not always the first and
seventh days of the week, respectively. Originally, satyrday was
the first day of the week, sunday the second.
As a side note, I find it interesting that we pronounce the “n” in
woden’s day (wednesday), but we don’t for “saturn’s day”
(saturday). Have you ever heard of a satyr? The cloven footed
half-man, half-goat—the universal symbol of Satan himself?
Sunday is the obvious fraud. Only the enemies of YHWH
would observe sunday, in honor of the pagan sun-god. But every
satyrday, of every week, of every year, Sabbatarians every-where,
in spite of themselves, worship on satyrday — a day named
after Satan himself.

Very cleverly, the Adversary receives his worship every week,
all year long, by sincere folks who believe they are following YHWH. Friends, what we have
here is a dual counterfeit; one is obvious, the other not-so-obvious. Even if saturday really is
named after saturn, don’t think we are going to get off the hook so easily. Saturn worship is the
oldest form of Satanism and is clearly and historically linked to satyr, the horned goat. Please
feel free to connect the dots… Satan (or Pan) is called the "Horned God“
Pan a lusty satyr, half-man, half-goat, was given to every form of licentiousness and debauchery.
Kronos, the father of the gods……for a certain wicked deed, was called Titan, and cast down to
hell.
Kronos is none other than Satan himself. Titan, or Teitan, as it is sometimes spelled, is the
Chaldee form of the Hebrew word Sheitan (Satan), the common name of the Adversary.
In the region where the Chaldean Mysteries were originally concocted,--that Adversary who
was ultimately the real father of all the pagan gods,--and who (to make the title of Kronos
(Saturn), "the Horned One," appropriate to him also) was symbolized by the Kerastes, the
Horned serpent.
Horned goat, horned serpent, father of the gods, Satan (Adversary)….hmm. Kronos (Satan)
claims to be in charge of TIME! Kronos is where we get our word Chronology, the study of time.
Kronos is also linked to the mythical Father Time.
For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars
of Elohim:
I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides of the north: I will ascend above
the heights of the clouds; I will be like the Most High. Isaiah 14:13-14
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The word congregation here is the Hebrew word mo’edim, which means “appointed times”. A
mountain in Scripture is a controlling power or authoritarian presence, a government. What
Satan is proclaiming here is that he will sit on the mount of the appointed times. He is saying
that he will control the calendar, and the appointed times. And indeed he does.
Now, the name Saturn in Chaldee is pronounced Satur; and, as every Chaldee scholar knows,
consists only of four letters, thus — S T U R. This name contains exactly the Apocalyptic
number 666…





S = 060
T = 400
U = 006
R = 200
666

The information in the green font on this and the previous page
was gleaned from Alexander Hislop’s The Two Babylons.

Truth is a two edged sword. If we are going to condemn “sunday” observance as worshipping on
the “venerable day of the sun,” satyrday Sabbath keepers need to look in the mirror. Is using an
exclusively pagan calendar in order to worship YHWH on a day named after Satan any better?
Scripture says that the Sabbath would be regulated by one of the two great lights in the heavens.
Leviticus 23:1-3 and Psalm 104:19 prove that this light is the moon. If you don't believe me, go
outside on every morning and look at the sun as it is rising. Can by looking at the sun whether it
is satyrday or the Sabbath?
If that did not work out so well, the solution is simple. You were looking at the wrong light. Try
the moon. Psalm 104:19 was written for a reason. (See Isaiah 28:9-10). Then read Genesis
1:14 and Leviticus 23:1-3 again.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, what is your verdict? Did Avram Yehoshua prove that
satyrday is the Sabbath? Did he prove that the Sabbath is the seventh day of an unbroken cycle
of seven day weeks? Did he offer any damning evidence against the Lunar Sabbath? If you
cannot honestly say “no” to all three counts, I invite you to join Bro. Avram because he must
clearly be a better judge of Scripture, nature and the historical record than I. His contact
information is below.

Email Avram — avramyeh@gmail.com
By all means, contact this man and attach this rebuttal. Go to this link for his original article:
http://www.seedofabraham.net/SabbathLunar.html. I have discernibly altered neither jot nor
tittle in my defense of the Sabbath of YHWH.
Respectfully submitted,
Troy Miller
www.CreationCalendar.com
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